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CH APTER I.
TROUBLESOME NEI GHBORS.
<• Well, Bob, tb.ings look pretty blue."
" They do, Dick."
" But I am not losing heart."
" Nor I , Dick."
"We've been pretty nearly driven out of New York
city."
" Yes, Dick. Fort Wasb.ington is yet ours, however."
" Yes, Bob; but I t hink t hat General H owe will t ry and
ge t that next."
"Very true."
" The Liberty Boys :he holding on, though, Bob."
"Yes, and t hey think that they could not have a better
captain than Dick Slater."
" Nor a better first lieutenant than Bob Estabrook."
" I am satisfied if you are, Dick."
" I am not thinking of making any change at present,
Bob."
" But I say, Dick?"
"Yes?"
" The Tories around our way are getting very troublesome."
«In what way?"
" Well, in the first place, they are talking very big."
" Talk is cheap, they say, Bob." ·
" We have had some pretty bad. licks lately."
«Yes, we've been driven out of the city, and we've
lost L<mg I sland."
" The T ories around here are boasting loudly that our
cause will never succeed. "
«Saying so will not make it so, Bob."
<(No, of course not. H owever, t he Tories are doing
more than simply talking."
" What are they doing, Bob?"
«They are annoying the poor and defenceless, they are
committing excesses of all sorts, and it is not safe for many
of the people to go about alone or unarmed, especially
after dark."
" We must look into this, Bob, and punish these Tories,
if we find that they deserve it."
Dick Slater was captain and Bob Estabrook the first
' lieutenant of a band of patriot youths known as the Liberty Boys.
They had been organized to help in the cause of in de-
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pendence, and to annoy the enemy in every way posI. sible.

I

They had now been in existence about four months, and
had already done good work.
Dick enjoyed t he confidence of the general-in-chief, and
had been employed by him upon several missions of a
delicate nature.
H e and Bob and the greater part of t he Liberty Boys,
in fact, came from Westchester, and in the neighborhood
of White Plains.
'l'he two youths were at this time at Bob Estabrook's
home, a neat cottage, where he lived with b.is parents and
sister Alice, a most charming girl, who, by the way, was
Dick's sweetheart.
Dick lived not far away with his mother and sister
Edit h, the latter being the sweetheart of Bob Estabrook.
The two youths were the closest of friends, being like
brothers, in fact.
The Liberty Boys, one hundred in number, were encamped in the woods not far from White Plains, awaiting
Dick's orders.
Dick was in frequent communication with Washington
at Fort Lee, and ready to act llpon short notice in case
'he were needed.
It was now in the early part of November in the year
1776, t he weather being still mild, and t he winter apparently holding off for the time.
As Dick and Bob were sitting o.n the broad piazza engaged in conversation, a young girl opened a window near
them and looked out.
" What are you two boys talking so earnestly abou t?"
she asked.
" l\{any th~ngs, Alice," was Dick's reply.
"I'll wager you were not talking about us!'
«No, but we were thinking about you."
«How do I know that?" mischievously.
Dick suddenly sprang up. .
H e caught her before she could draw back, an a . kissed
her rosy cheek.
«That's how!" he laughed.
"I call that taking one at a disadvantage," Alice
said.
"All is fah in love and war," said llob.
" Always discussing the war, Bob," said Edith, coming
out at the moment.
"No, we were talking of other matters."
"What, for instance?" tl.oubtingly.
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"Yon, of course," and Bob caught the girl and kissed
her before she could escape.
" What's fair for Dick is just as fair for me, I think,"
he laughed.
"But Dick has not kissed me."
"No, but he kissed my sister, and so I kissed his."
" You're a couple of humbugs," laughed both girls, running into the house.
.
" About these Tories, Bob?" asked Dick.
" What about them ?"
" Have yo"Li. heard of any flagrant act of theirs, or are
they simply boasting and assuming airs?"
" There have been many small thefts from patriots of
late, and Neighbor Andrews had a hayrick set on fire;
put fo rtu.nately it was discovered in season."
" Do you think the Tories did it, Bob?"
"Well, some of them said that it served the old -rebel
just right."
" You heard this?"
"Yes, I heard old Burgess and Thompson Mills say
it.:,:
" They are both rank Tories."
"Yes, and Mills said that if others were burned out it
'it would be no great loss."
" If the Continentals were successful these men would
have nothing to say."
"No, but now they are growing bold, and are ready to
commit any excess."
" We must watch them, Bob, and as quick as we detect
them in any unlawful act, punish them."
. '''Yes, and punish them severely."
At t hat moment a young girl turned into the dooryard
and came up the path.
She had a little sha'rl thrown over her head, was breathing hard, as t hough she had been running, and appeared
t o be greatly agitated.
"That's t he Freeman girl, who lives a couple of miles
tiown the Boston turnpike," said Bob.
"Are you some of the Liberty Boys?" the girl asked, as
she came forward.
" V{ e are."
" vVh ero is Captain Slater ?"
" I am he."
" Can you stop some bad men from ill-treating the poor
and defenceless? These men are not redcoats, but they
are just as bad."
" The Liberty Boys not only can punish these men, even
t hough they are not soldiers, but they will."
"'What is the trouble, Miss Freeman?" asked Bob.
"You know me?"
···" Yes, I have seen you."
"You know ~vhere our house is?"
" I do."
" Last night it was set on fire. Some of the neighbors
helped us put it out, but it was badly damaged. This
morning our cow was stolen. My brother saw a man leading her away, and complained to Judge Brown."
'

'

"He is a just judge."
"And now Will has disappeared, and I fear that something has happened to him. "
" Why do you think so ?''
.
"Because Thompson Mills said that if Will did not say
he was mistaken and withdraw the complaint he w-ould
make it all the worse for him."
" Was your brother sure that he saw the man leading the
cow off ?"
"Yes, he could not be mistaken. He s~w him as plain
as could be."
" Was it Thompson Mills himself ?"
"No, it was his son Joe, the one with the club-foot.
Will recognized his limp, and then he s3:\v his tracks besides."
"And now your brother is gone?" asked Dick.
•
"Yes, and I am afraid that they have captured him and
will do something dreadful."
" Then he would not withdraw t he complaint ?"
"No. H e could not . It would 'be swearing to a
lie."
" Did he say he would not withdra.,w it?"
"¥ es. And he would not , if they killed him."
"Come, Bob," said Dick, getting up. " Th er e is work
for the Liberty Boys to do, and at once."

CH AP '. rE H II.
UGLY STORI ES.

Bob Estabrook hurried around to the back of the cot- .
tage where the stable was situated.
Dick remained at the gate, and said t o t he girl:
"If these ,Tories have ru n a wa y \Yith or destroyed any
of your property, or hurt your brother, Miss Freeman, you •
may be sure that the-Liber ty Boys will take revenge upon
them for it."
" I kne w tha t there must 1Jc ~ omcon e who would punish
them," said the girl.
" There will be indeed, so do not fear."
Just t hen Bob appeared.
H e rode one horse and led anoth er.
The led horse was a magnificent coal-black animal
known as Major.
H e belonged to Dick.
As he sprang into the saddle Alice and Edith came
out.
" Where are you off to so soon?" asked Alice.
"To visit the revenge of the Liberty Boys upon a pack
of scoundrels," was Dick's answer.
"Good-by," said Bob. ":We do not know just when we
will return."
"Is not that Lucy Freeman ?" asked Alice.
" Yes," said t he girl.
"Won't you come in?"

'"·····- ~ · · ·· ··· ~ -·
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They rode on faster t han before, and not far from the
"No, I believe not. I left my mother alone in our cottage, and I do not know what dreadful thing those men 'paciouos house of the Tory they met t wo more youths,
may do befor-e I return."
also Liberty Boys.
They were Arthur Mackay and Walter Jennings.
" If they do they will su:ffer for it," said Bob. "Go in
and rest, Miss Freeman."
" Where are you going?" they asked.
"To fi nd out just how much mischief Thompson Mills,
" But if they should--"
" If they do we will punish them . If they ani at their old man Bu.rgess, and that evil gang have been doing,'~
e'lil work now we could not prevent it."
said Dick.
Both girls expressed t he greatest sympat hy for Lucy
" T hey have burned down th e Widow Freeman's house,
F reeman.
·mel t he poor old lady has had a stroke of paralysis,'' said
She at last follow ed them in to th e cottage, and Dick Arthur.
and Bob rode off.
" They say that Thompson Mills will resist the serving
Half a mile down t he road t hey met two m0re of the of Squire Brown's warrant, and that he has soldiers in the
Liberty Boys.
house now," added Walter.
'rhey were Mark Morrison and Ben Spurlock.
' 1 Does anyone know" where Will Fre ~man is?" asked
Ai,~ both couples· paused Mark said:
Dick.
"The Tories around here are certainly getting worse and
" Well, they say that he was kidnapped and taken to the
worse."
:Ji ill s pl&ce. It's like a fort, you know."
"They have burned the Widow Freeman's house," ad d"We will storm it," said, Dick. "Come, boys, I want you
ed Ben.
all , and if there were more I would not care.~'
"Burned it?" said 'Dick. "Do you mean since yesterTh ompson Mills was one of the richest men in the
day ?"
neighborhood.
He Jived in a large double house situated amidst spa ..
. "Yes, it was done an hour since. It is pretty well
kn own who did it."
cious grounds, and surrounded by a high board fence with
"Whom do you suspect?"
heav:v gates.
"Thompson Mills, old man Burgess, and that crowd of
The man ~a i d that he ha d put up the fence to keep the
Tories."
"
.
,
.
.
"
.
rebels out, but there were t 11ose wh o sa1·a that th e f ence
Come Wlth us, said DICk.
We are gomg to see hid many a deed which the T ory would not want to have
1 his neighbors see.
'l'hompson Mills and his club-footed son now."
"OIQ.
man
Mills. keeps"hi s house like. a fort,'' said Mark.
B oth h e an d h'IS l') On b ore b acl repu t a t'·1ons, an d both h au~
"
,
.
h1gh
fenee
around
1t,
t d tl1at th ey would dn·ve th e rebe1.s ou t of th e n e:~g
· hYes, added' Ben.
H
e
has
a
t . ,
1)Oas e
an d no one can ge m.
b h d
00
" We'll get in, I guess," said Bob dryly.
or
·
" H as Will Freeman appeared?" asked Dick, as t ti ey
Burgess and others who associated with Mills were not
rode on.
only rank Tories, but were hard, grasping, and cruel.
"No. I heard one of the Tory sneaks say that WJll
They were all capable of any crime, even murder, and
fired t he house himself, but I don't believe it."
Dick was det ermined t hat they should be punished even
" Was t he old lady in the house at the time?" Dick if they were not driven away.
They were all rich , and bad acquired their wealth in no
as1ced .
"Yes," said Mark. " They got her out, but they say honest way, it was said.
that t he shock will kill her."
Being rich, t hey thou.ght they could buy up judge, jury,.
and witnesses, and it had been a difficult matter to convict
"More work of these scoundrels!" muttered Bob.
At the end of another half mile they met two more them of anything of which t hey were accused. .
Now, however, they were going t o such •length s that
Liberty Boys, mounted and carrying muskets.
Dick had resolved that a stop should be put to their evil
They were Sam Sanderson and Harry Judson.
deeds.
"Well?" asked Dick.
" We have seen a number of redcoats. They have gone
Reaching t he fence put around the Mill s place, · Dick
to the Mills house."
went to t he gat e and fo und it locked.
"Have you seen Will Fre~an?" asked Dick.
H e pounded on it with his sword hilt, and a little wicket
• I
.
"No, but J oe Mills said that he was going to catch 1t 1 was opened.
·
for swearing against him."
A sour face was seen, and a surly voice demanded:
" H ave they found t he cow ?"
"·Well, what do you want?"
• "X 0 . nnd Squire Brown has signed a search warrant.
"We want t o know what has been done with young·
It won't be easy to get into the Tory's place."
Freeman."
"Come," said Dick. "If they have made Will Freeman
"There is no such person here. Go about your busia prisoner we will break in, search warrant or no search ness, you rebel, and don't annoy honest people."
.
" This is my business," said Dick. "Open the gate at
warrant."

I
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once or we will beat it down. Open in t he name of the
la w."
The surly guardian muttered something, and was about
to close the wicket when Dick said :
"If this gate is not opened at onc-e \re wi ll surely fo rce
i t ."
Just then Arthur "Mackay drew Dick aside, and the
wicke t was closed >rith a snap.
uThere is a side gate," said the youth, " which is not as
st rong as this one, and is often kept open."
"Very good ; we will go that way," said Dick.
Then the Liberty Boys hurried around to the side gate
spoken of by Arthur.
J ust as they came in sight of it they saw a young man
come out .
Before he could close it they dashed up to it:
The gate was t hrown wide OJ?en in a moment.
Dick and the Liberty Boys rushed in.
A lad was kneeling on the gro und tied to a heavy stone,
with the rope around his neck.
One of the Tories was about t o strike him with a thick
s tick.
" Stop that, you bully!" cried Dick, sword in hand.
The Tory looked defiant, and raised the club.
" Down with them !" cried Dick.
Then he seized the Tory by the shoulder, and put the
poin t of t he sword to his breast.
T he I,iber t_y Boys with leve led pieces came close bebind.
Some of the Tories looked anxious.
" Stop!'' thundered Dick, "or I will not answer fo r consequences. Strike and you are a dead man ."
CH APT ER III.
1,'-;;,

t•

I

I

lt

llES OUED FROli•I A TORY BULLY.

T he Tory lowered his st ick.
H e was a heavily built, coarse-featured, low-browed
man and seemed to be possessed .of grea t strength.
At sight of Dick's determined air, however, he paused.
Among those in t he yard were a number of redcoats.
T hese quickly made away at si ght of the Liberty Boys.
Dick cut the rope around the boy's neck with one blow
of his sword.
"Release him," he said.
A couple of t he Liberty Boys sprang fo rward to obey
his orders.
.
T he boy's anus were fastened behind him with stout
cgrds.
These were promptly cut and t he lad was put on his
feet, the end of the severed rope being removed from
about his neck.
" What were you going to beat this lad for, Thompson
Mills?" demanded Dick.
" For steal in' my chickens, takin' eggs, an' a lot o'
things. H e'3 a young t hief, the li ttle rebel."

"It is a lie !" cried the lad. " I never stole anything.
neither from him nor anyon e else.''
" Wait a moment," said Dick. " You are Will Freeman, are you not?"
"Yes, and everyone wiil te ll you that I am n ho n e~L
boy."
.
" I belieYe it, \Vi ll ; but w,ait a momen t."
Th en Dick turned to t he 'l 'ory.
"Suppose he di d steal? Could you not take him before
a mag istrate?"
" 'l' o be let out with a warnin'," snarled the other. " No
sir, I'll give him my own warnin', an' one that he'll be
likely to remember, t9o."
" Were you not going t o beat him becaUioe he complained against your son?"
" Yes, he lied about that, too. My son Joe never had
not hin' t o ¢J.o with the Widow Freeman's co w. "
" H e did! " said J oe. " I saw him leading her off in the
early morning.· I saw his tracks in the barnyard, besideE.
Anyone around here knows t he sort of tracks he makes."
'• Your son has a club-foot, I believe," said Dick.
"W ell, suppose he has? That ain't no crime, is it?
'Cause he's misfortunate don' t make him a thief and a
liar, does it?"
" No," said Dick.
" There's many a man with straight legs and well-formed feet what's got bad characters."
"That has nothing to do with it," sternly. "If your
son's were found in the barnyard; that is evidence against
him."
"You can' t prove it," snarled Mills. "Couldn't somebody steal one o' his shoes an' make the tracks?"
" You had no right to beat the boy, Mr. Mills. You an d
yo ur son both have bad reputations. So has Burge~8
yonder, and Maywood and Bond. . I£ the acts charged
against you are proved, you will feel the revenge of t he
Liberty Boys."
"You can' t prove nothin'!" growled Mi)ls. "You're
a-trespassin', an' if you don't leave these· premises I'll
have you persecuted."
" You are more used to persecution t han to prosecutio n,
I know," said Bob, " but I did not suppose you would hr
frank enough to admit it."
" You are accused of having the Widow F reeman's cow
in your possession," said Dick. "I shall short ly presen t
a search wan-ant signed by- -"
"I haven't got nobody's cow," growlingly. " If you want
to look in my barns you can look without no search warrant."
" H e has probably taken her away," said Bob.
" Your son is the one complained of," said Dick. "It is
for him to disprove it, not you."
" It's a pity if a man's character is to be taken away b~·
every lyin' boy t hat comes along," snarled Mills.
" If the boy is knowl\ as a liar your son's ch aracter ha3
not been injured."
The Tory snarled and turned away.
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"You and others ill'e suspected of many crimes in this
neighborhood."
"I guess I stand as high as anyone."
"If they are proved against you you will receive the
punishment you deserve."
"Don't you go to threatenin' me, young sir, or--"
"I do threaten," firmly, "and I ·will carry out my
threats. If these charges or any others are proved ag~inst
you, the Liberty Boys will take a revenge that will deter
you from doing an y more mischief in this section."
"You can't prove nothin'!" snarled the Tory, "and i1
you don't get out of here--"
" We are going, but through no fea r of yo u."
"No, we don't like to be seen in such bad company,"
added Bob.
"Come, Will," said Dick. "Come, boys. There 1s nothing more that we can do h ere now."
Then Dick, taking the lad by the arm, left the yard,
followe~ by the youths.
When they bad gone out the gate closed with a bang,
and was at once double-locked, bolted, and barred.
On the way to the Freeman house Dick questioned
Will, whom he set on Major's back in front of him.
The boy said that three or four men had waylaid him in
the morning, and had taken him to the Mills house.
Here they had threatened to beat him if he did not
withdraw his charge against Joe Mills.
He bad refused to do so, and they had then thr!)atened
to burn his mother's house, carry his sister off, turn his
mother out of doors, and kill him if he did not swear that
he had lied.
"And then?" asked Dick.
" Then Thompson Mills had them take me out in a corner of the yard back of the house, and tie me to a big
stone."
"With a rope around your neck," added Dick.
"Yes, and my hands tied behind me. I could not keep
my back straight, for if I did it would have choked
me."
"And then ?"
"Then they were going- to beat me, but you and the
Liberty Boys came in and saved me."
"Will you swear to all this?"
"Yes."
"And that you saw Joe Mills leading off your cow?"
"Yes."
"You are sure that it was he?"
"Yes: I saw him limp, and I found his tracks in the
yard. There is not another club-footed man in the neighborhood."
"Very true. But did you see his face?"
"No; but I know his limp, and his size, and everything.
I could not be mistaken."
"I don't think you are, Will, but I wish yon had seen
hi s .fac e. "
"It war; early morn ing. and he had it turned from rn~. I
coul d swear to ~>Prythin g Plse."
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"Was Joe present when they were threatening you?"
"Yes, and he did it himself."
" Did old Burgess threaten you?"
" Yes, they all did; but Thompson Mills did most of it.
He took the lead."
".And they 8aid noth_ing at the time about yo ur stealing
his chickens?"
''No. They wanted me to withdraw the complaint
Hgain ~t Joe, and threatened me all sorts of things if I did
not."
" .\ nd they were going to beat you with a club?"
" Yes.. ,
"Th e brutes! Everything tells against them, but we
must have more evidence st ill, before we can con dct
them. They will all swear against you, and yon have no
one to corroborate you."
"And I am only a poor boy who has no friends," said
Will.
CHAPTER IV.
WILL JOINS THE LIBERTY BOYS.

When Dick and his handf_ul of Liberty Boys reached the
Freeman house they found it burned to the ground.
The barn had gone with it, and all the hay, a wagon,
sets of harness, and many agricultural tools.
The horse had been saved, although at a ·very great
risk.
The fire seemed to have burst out simultaneously in the
house and barn, and at four or five places.
The Widow Freeman had been gotten out of the house,
but had suffered a great shock, being seriously ill at the
time.
She was even then , as Will gazed at the ruins, lying at
the point of death, but no one had the heart to tell him
the truth.
"Did anyone see any suspicious person near the hou se
or the barn at the time of the fire?" asked Dick.
One or two said that they had seen a strange man near
the barn half an hour before, but that he had not been
acting suspiciously.
K o one seemed to be able to describe him except that he
. ~>a s ta ll and dressed in black.
·w hether he were fair or daTk, bearded or shaven, the~'
could not tell. but all agreed that he was tall and wor'e
black.
"Hfld your moth er incurred the ill-wil~ of Thompson
jiilJ8 ?" asked Dick of the boy. .
"He had a mortgage on the house, but it had been paid
a year before my father's death."
"Had she any other dealings with him?"
"He wanted to buy the place, but offered very little, aad
she refused him. He was always angry with her after
that. "
"Why did he want the land?"
"I don't know."
"But now everything is clear?"
"Yes."
- .!...·.
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"Your mother has all the receipts?"

"I think so."
"How has the man acted?"
"Very ugly. He was always calling me bard names,
and saying that we had cheated him."
'·There is something under all this," said Dick.
"I don't know what I am going to do," said Will. "I
cannot afford to build a new house, and the cow is a great
loss."
"Never mind," said Dick. "W'v will think of that by
and by."
Just then a neighbor approached, and Will asked:
"Where is my . mother? I am afraid this will kill
her."
"I am afraid it will, my boy," said the other.
There was spmething in his tone ·which attracted the
boy's attention.
"Where is she now?" he asked. "I must see her at
once."
"Prepare yourself, my boy," the neighbor said.
Will turned faint and sick at once.
"She is dead!" he gasped, and would have fallen had not
Dick caught him.
·
Two of the neighbors led him away, and Dick continued his investigations.
Thompson Mills seemed to have borne a spite against
the widow for some time, it was said.
Joe Mills had wanted to marry Lucy Freeman, but she
bad refused him.
This was not on account of his deformity, but because
of his character and reputation.
She had no liking for the man, but since lier refusal of
him both he and his father had spread evil reports of all
the family.
Then, when the Continentals bad met with one reverse
after another, the Tory had been still more bitter against
them and against all the patriots in the neighborhood.
They had lately grown much bolder, and had expressed
great satisfaction at the many disasters that had befallen
,
their neighbors.
They had laughed at the losses of A'n:drews and others,
and declared that it served them quite right.
So open were they in expressing their satisfaction that
it pretty soon became the general belief that the Tories
had started the fires themselves, and committed the thefts
from which the others had suffered.
Bob Estabrook declared boldly that he would yet prove
it against some of the Tories, and was not at all sparing in
his <Thnunciation of Burgess, Maywood, Bond, and especially Thompson Mills and his .son Joe.
Dick was not as open in his remarks, but continued to
gather all the evidence he could.
When he was sure of his men he would, as he had said,
take suc):l a revenge upon them that they would be deten·ed from committing any more excesses such as they
had been accused of.
After a while Will Freeman came to Dick and said:

"My mother is dead."
"I am very sorry to hear it, my boy," feelingly.
"These Tories are responsible for it, by their persecutions."
"So ,I believe."
"They should be punished."
"They will be, my lad, as soon as we can be sure of
them."
"What can I do? I have no money and no friends."
"You will find friends in plenty. I will be one."
"You will?" gratefully.
"Yes, and every one of the Liberty Boys."
"You will help me punish these men?"
"We will."
"How will you go to work?"
"That I cannot tell as yet. I can assure you, however,
t!w t they will be punished."
"What are we going to do?" asked Will. "I can work,
of course, but there is Lucy. She has no home."
"I will sec that she bas one," said Dick.
"That is very kind of you, but--"
"As for yourself," said Dick. "You have a horse?"
"Yes."
"You can ride?"
"Yes."
"Can you shoot?"
"Very well indeed."
"How would. you like to join the Liberty Boys?"
"May I?" asked Will, delightedly.
"If you will, yes."
"I should like it more than anything. I wanted to do so
before, but my mother needed me at home."
"It was ·quite right to think of her, my lad."
"But now that she is gone there is nothing td keep
me."
"And you will be one of us?"
"I should like nothing better, if you will take me."
"You are just the sort of boy we want. You can ride
and shoot, and you are a stanch patriot."
"Then if I may I will join at once."
"Very good, Will."
Arrangements were at once made for the widow's funeral.
They were to be very simple, as she was a person who
disliked idle show in any form.
There was very little ready money at Will's disposal, and
he felt that it would not be seemly to run in debt at such
a time.
The funeral was held two days later, many of the neighbors attending it and expressing great sympathy for the
orphans.
Lucy bad found a home among sympathizing friends,
and Will was now a member of the Liberty Boys.
He had been sworn in on the day of his mother's death,
had taken the oath, and was now ready to fight his country's battles and mete out 'justice to the t>Coundrels who
had caused his mother's death.
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Mounted on his horse and wearing the Continental uniLeaving t he fort, he proceeded toward the city on the
·
fo rm, he compared favorably with any of his comrades, west side of the island.
and they were all very proud of him.
Reaching one of the outposts, he was promptly chal"As soon as we get our orders we will march against the lenged by t he sentry on guard.
enemy," said Dick, "and in t he meantime these Tories
The soldier looked at him, laughed, and then asked:
are to be detected and punished."
"Well, my bumpkin, where are you going?" •
"Oh, just down to t he city."
" What for, my count ry dandy?"
.CHAPTE R V.
" Oh, I thought I would, that's all. "
THE M AN I N BLACK.
"Haven't you any business to take you there ?"
The day after the funeral of Will :Freeman's mother,
"Well, it ain't business exactly. You see, J7l.Y cousin SuDick got a message from the general-in-chief.
san Smithers is living down there-- "
H e was to go 1;o New York, secure what information he
" And you want to go sparking her, do you?"
could, regarding the ene-my's movements, and report at
" H e, he, how did you know that?" with a silly laugh.
once.
"Oh, I guessed it."
He acquainted Bob with his errand, and said:
"Well, you guessed right, by gum. Have a bite of to" I want that you shall look after the Liberty Boys while bacco?" '
I am away, Bob."
" No, I thank you," laughed the soldier. "Well, I can
" I will do so, Dick."
pass you, I guess."
• " And be ready to join me at once in case I send for
"That's all right."
yo u."
,"Yes, you don't look as if you would give us any trou" I will, Dick.
ble."
Mounting upon Major, Dick rode down to Fort Wash"He, he, don't I? Did you guess that, too?"
ington and communicated with Colonel Magaw, then in
"Yes, but go on, you fool , or I'll explode from laughcommand ..
ing."
The colonel might have some errands for him to do,
"He, he, that's funny, too," and Dick went on.
and therefore he stopped at the fort.
"If all of the sentries are as poor guessers as this one,"
"I don't know as I have any especial mission for you, he t hought, " my task will be an easy one."
Captain Slater," he said, "but of course I shall be glad to
Going along Dick soon came to the river and found · a
receive any information."
house where boats were to be let for pleasure parties.
Fort Washington was the extreme northern limit of
H e had not cared to take his horse to the city, and
Manhattan or New York Isla.nd.
wished to avoid the long walk if possible.
It was the only point on the island which th e Americans
H e saw some young people out on t he river in boats,
now held.
and, going up to the boatman, a grizzled olcl sailor, he
Its capture by t he British was, therefore, greatly deasked :
sired by General Howe.
" H ave you another boat to spar e, captain?"
It was likely that some movement toward its subjec" Oh, you're one o' them, t oo, are you?" asked the old
tion might be making.
man,
looking at Dick.
Washington was, of course, anxious to learn tkis, and
"
H
e, he, yes, I'm one of them, of course."
hence his sending Dick to the city.
"Well,
you look it. So you want a boat, too, do you?
Dick was a famous spy, and had ventured boldly into
Going
to
take
your sweetheart out?"
t he enemy's lines on many occasions.
.
"He,
he,
how
diu you g 1ess it? You're a clever fellow,
On his present visit Dick was attired like a country hoy
aren't
you?"
in his Sunday clothes, the diSguise being perfect.
"Do you know how to handle a boat ? You don't look
He was a mast er of disgui se, in fact, and had m a n ~·
ways of altering himself so that even Bob was sometimes it."
"Oh, yes-he, he-I guess I can row all right."
deceived.
"Well, if you lose the boat you'll have to pay for
HiS brown hair was covered by a flaxen will-", his cheeks
were r ed, his eyebrows t hick and bushy, and his mouth, it."
" H e, he, that's funny. I!ow could I lose a boat? It's
which was firm and showed decision. seemed now to be albig enough to see 'most anywhere, isn't it?"
ways popping open.
" There, take the boat, you fool, and don't upset it and
H e wore a brown, t hree-cornered hat. bl ue smalls and
flowered waistcoat, a full-bottomed blue coat with ~rass spoil your pretty clothes."
buttons, and canary-colored hose.
" Oh, no, I won't," and Dick entered the boat, pushed
No one would have taken him for t he trim-built Dick out, and was soon gliding down the river with the strong
Slater, captain of the Liber ty Boys, and he did not want current.
that they should.
Dick kn ew the river well, and had no trouble in han-
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dling the boat, which he quickly sent ahead of all the oth"Yes," laughed the man in black, and then turning suders.
denly he faced Dick and asked:
"I am afraid that if the old fellow knew who was in his
"See here, you booby, what are you following us
boat he would not have been so free with it," was hi~ for?"
thought.
j "He, he, for the very reason that you keep in front of
He kept on down the broad river, pulling a strong, me," said Dick. "If I went ahead you'd be following me
steady stroke, and aided by the current, which he seemed -he, he."
to know just where to find.
Dick Slater never allowed himself to be taken by surReaching a point ,opposite Paulus Hook, now Jersey 1 prise ,
City, he tied up his boat at a little wharf, and then went
"Then go ahead of us, or take the other side, you fool.
ashore.
I won't have ypu following us."
He attracted very little attention as he walked down . "He, he, I beg your pa1·don; I did not know you owned
Broadway, there being many dressed as gaily as he was. the thoroughfares. Perchance you own· the houses, too?
One or two sober citizens in somber black or modest Might I be permitted to enter a public house to slake my
gray turned to look at him and smile as he passed, but on thirst?"
"Come on, Melton," said Joe Mills. "That fool does not
the whole very few noticed him.
know
enough to trouble us."
He was nearing Trinity church when a man came stumping out of a tavern just a little way down a side street, and ,"Keep your distance, then, fellow," said ,the man in
black, "and don't .tread on our heels."
came out upon Broadw.ay just ahead of him.
"He, he, it's safer to follow than to be followed, in some
The man had a club-foot, and walked with a peculiar
cases," said Dick, with a silly laugh.
gait.
" Keep your wisdom to yourself, idiot!" enarled the man
Dick recognized it and the man at once.
in
black, as he went on.
"What is Joe Mills doing in the city?" was his instant
"Just
the same, I shall follow him," 'W as Dick's thonghJ
thought.

I

The man might furnish information as well as anyone
else.
Dick determined to follow him, therefore.
CHAPTER VI.
· There was little chance of the Tory's recognizing him
1n that disguise.
PLOTS .AND PLOTTERS.
A little ways farther on Joe Mills stepped in front of a ·
man approaching him, and said :
Dick watched Joe Mills and the inan in black, and saw
" Hello, Melton, what are you doing in the city?"
them enter a groggery farther down.
" Keeping out of the way of those inquisitive Liberty
.
.
Then he went mto an alley and made a rap1d change
Boys, th e same as yourse lf, J oe, , 1augh ed th e man.
. h'
Dick now noticed that he was dressed all in black.
m Is appearan ce. .
.
.
"H th
't fi d
t
yth'
th
eddl 1,
He took from h1s pocket a pa1r of black hose without
a,
ey won
n ou an mg'
e m
ers.> feet, and With straps on the bottom, and qmckl:v drew
crrow li ncr1y
·
o
o ·
them up to his knees.
·
Then he took off his blue coat turned it in-ide out and
" Still, you are not keeping in their way, are you, Joe?"
l
' bl kl
, knees' and
annJ tIe
man m
ac augh ed.
at the same ti1ne loosened two 'buttons at hjs
·"I'd like to burn down all their hovels!" stormed the turn~d up his smalls, which were dop.ble.
Tory.
'I'hen, buttoning up his coat, which was now a dark
"Come and have a mug of old ale, Joe. It will warm brown, and stuffing his flaxen wig inside, he looked enyour insides, and make you good-natured," said the man in tirely different from th e silly youth of a few moments beblack.
fore.
The two turned and walked down Broadway, continuing
In this guise he could now enter and pass unrecognized
their conversation.
by the two Tories.
" Did you go into the garden when you fired the barn,
He did so pretty soon, and saw the men sit ting in a cor:Melton?" asked Mills.
ner, busy over their pots of ale.
"Yes."
Jn a few mom ents they looked over at him, but, seeing
"Did you see any place that might look like it?"
nothing in his appearance to excite suspicion, continued
"No, and don't you suppose it has been dug up?"
their talk.
"They don't know anything about it."
"! am sure it's there," said Mills.
"But now that the place is in ruins, don't you think it
"Could you buy the lot cheap?"
would be safe to dig."
" Maybe so, but what's the use?"
"It might be. I'd like to get ahead of the old man.
" Then you could dig without being disturbed."
He's been scheming for it a long time."
J\Iill's laughed.
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"They have nothing but a corner of the island."
"It would be only a waste of money. I can dig any"Fort Washington will be ours next. "
how."
"General Howe will be too strong for the rebels."
"Yes, and so can the old man."
"You see, they will attack on every side at once."
"Well, let him, if I find the thing first."
The conversation was most confused, but Dick learned
"And I might dig myself."
a little something from it.
"Aren't you and me friends ?"
"Yes, but I'm looking o_ut for myself, too. "
There was an attack to be made upon Fort Washington
Dick wondered what they were talking about, but could at some time, no doubt.
not listen too closely.
When it was to be made, however, Dick could. not now
The men might notice it, and become suspicious.
leaJ·n.
All this talk of digging and buying meant nothing.
Other officers carne in, and the place . became very
Pretty soon, however, Melton threw some light on the noisy.
subject.
At last it became impossible to catch even scraps of the
"Young Freeman don't know anything about it, and if talk.
you bought the land he would be glad. to sell. Then you
Then Dick went out.
could dig and find the treasure."
He had learned something, even if it were not very
It was all clear now.
much.
Dick had heard many stories of treasure buried in the
Then he had learned the plot of the Tories, and that was
neighborhood.
something, too.
None had ever been found.
It was now well on in the afternoon, and before long it
·The land had simply been improved by the digging.
would be dark.
Some such story must attach to the Freeman place, and
Dick determined to wait till the next day before reThompson Mills had heard it.
,
t urning home.
It was this that had made the old Tory so anxious to get
Looking around for a quiet tavern where he could spend
possession of the place.
the night, l}e entered a place on a side street near BowlDick put little credence in the story.
ing Green, and asked for a single room and his supper.
He had heard many similar ones, which had amounted
The landlord was an obsequious fellow, and showed him
to nothing in the end.
. more attention than he thought the occasion warrantAt the same time there might be some trnth in th IS I J
.eCL.
one.
I
By the laws of treasure trove, the man finding the stuff
"Yes, sir, our rooms are neat, clean, and low-priced,
could have it.
just such as a gentleman of your quality could desire," he
said.
He determined to ask Will about it. _.
He exerted himself so much in Dick's behalf that the
The boy may have heard the story himself.
youth
became suspicious.
"Well, maybe that might· be a good plan," said Mills,
"The
fellow has some scheme on hand, or he would not
"but I don't want to give the young rebel anything."
be
so
polite,"
was his thought.
"The man's greed will stand in his . way," thought
He
determined,
therefore, to be on his guard.
Dick.
During
the
evening,
when Dick was in the reading"Isn't it better to give a little for a hundred times as
room,
the
landlord
entered.
much? You'll get back more than you put out."
He was very garrulous, offered Dick a glass of wine,
"Yes; but I'd like to cheat the rebel out of everything."
asked
him if he would not smoke a pipe, and tried to
"That's a pleasant sort of neighbor to have," was .Dick's
make
himself
most agreeable.
thought.
"I
neither
smoke
nor drink," said Dick, "and I am very
Then the men arose and went out, giving him merely a
contfortable."
passing glance.
At last Dick went to his room, taking a couple of can"There's no need of following them," thought Dick.
dles.
"Thf re is little more to learn on this subject."
When he shut the door he found that the lock was deIn a few minutes three or four noisy redcoats came into
fective.
the place.
They had already been drinking, and were very talkaThere was no way of fastening the windows, either.
tive.
One of them looked right out upon a low shed.
They sat at a round table and began to talk without
"I don't like this fellow," Dick thought. · "He talked
noticing the quiet stranger. in the corner.
too much, and was too agreeable to a stranger. There was
\
They all talked at one'&, but Dick caught a few (IX- design in all this."
pressions which enlightened him in a measure.
He thought of thieves, but as his appearance was not
The redcoats, all of them officers, were very jubilant over that of a person of wealth, and he carried no baggage, he
the American reverses.
did not see why they should consider him worth while.
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His suspicions had been aroused, however, and he meant i He stepped into an arched doorway where the shadow
to t ake every precaution.
was deep.
• H e extinguished the lights, and lay down without reA watchman came along swinging his lant ern, and
moving his clothes.
shouting in a monotonous voice:
He was a light sleeper at all times, and would be espe"Twelve o'clock, and all's well! "
cially so now.
rrhen he passed on down the street, and in a few molt was along about midnight when he heard low voices ments Dick heard him repeat his call.
outside.
He might not meet another watchman, but it was as
"He must be sound asleep by this time."
well to be cautious.
" Yes, but if be had drunk t he wine he would have been
Th ere were footpads a11d pre~~ gangs to be a-voic1ed, as
sounder.''
well as watchmen.
" True, but we should have no trouble."
Leaving his shelter, Dick hurried on to,rard t he river.
"He'll make a fine soldier, he has just the bearing."
No doubt his boat was where he had left it, and if so he
"Yes, and t he king needs more men t o punish the reb- could take it back.
els."
As he walked on he heard footsteps behi nd him.
Dick realized now why t he landlord was so cordial.
Without turning he kept on at the same pa~e as LeHe was to have been made drunk and cajoled into en- fore.
listing.
·
The footst eps sounded nearer, and \r ere those of bro
Now he was to be kidnapped)and fo rced into the army. persons, as he knew .
He arose and walked softiy to the window.
They were footp ads, n o doubt, and consiJercd hi m an
He thought there might be someone outside.
easy prey.
.
There was not.
As he kept on he noticed that only one person was fol" Come," said the landlord, outside. " You have t he lowing.
'
ropes and the drug."
He had passed a lit tle alley on his way.
"Yes."
No doubt th e other man had entered this, and was hurThen Dick stepped out upon a shed which he saw under rying around to get in front of him.
the window.
Nearing another crossing, he s u~denl y ·turned aside,
and took the middle of the street.
As he reached the alley a man suddenly sprang out.
CHAPTER VII.
At
the same time t he man behind hurried forward.
A NIGHT OF ADVENTJJRES.
If Dick had remain ed upon t he walk t he men would
As the landlord and his accomplice entered the room ha-ve surprised him•
Dick dropped to the ground below.
As it was, they had been outwitted.
He found himself in little paved cour t, dark and SI" H ere, come back !" growled one of t he men. " \\ e want
lent.
to kno·w your business ·at this time of night ."
There must be a way out, of course.
" It is more honest than your own," was t he reply.
The;re were no lights in t he house, either above or below,
"Stop ! We are the wat ch."
and the sky was dark and threatening.
"Without lanterns, horns, or pikes," laughed Dick, as
H e tried one door .after another, and found them all
he hurried on.
locked.
The men kn ew that they were detected.
Then, as his eyes became mor e accustomed to the darkAt the same tim e they thought they might still accomness, he distinguished a narrow alley or passage leading
plish
their object .
out of t he court, to the street, no doubt.
'rhere
was no one stirring, and before the stranger could
H e quickly ent ered it, and in a few moments camet out
call
for
help
they would have robbed him.
into th e silent and deserted street.
They
were
no more, in fact, than just a couple of
H e walked to the Bowling Green and looked around .
thieves.
There was no on e in sight, not even a watchman.
As Dick came i.n sight of the river th ey- suddenly sprang
The tavern s a:Q.d places of call were dark and silent,
people were fa st asleep in their beds, and everything wa s toward him.
He turned in an instant.
still.
Spat! Spat!
"It will be as bad to be found prowling &bout the streets
His fists flew out, left and right.
at the dead of night as t o be impressed," thought Dick.
In an instant both men fell with a thud.
As he made, his way carefull y toward the river, thereDick Slater could deliver perfect trip-hammer blows
fore, he kept his eyes and ears open.
H e kept in the shadows, he avoided making a noise, and when he liked .. ·
he listened for an y sovnd , no matter how slight.
He had no compunction in st riking clown men of the
•\ fter a whil e l1e ~n w a gleam and heard a footfall. I stamp of th ese two .
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Their lanterns had been e:dingu i~ltcd, but they had
They fell heavily, and did not move for two or three
followed the sound' of his footsteps.
.
minute!'.
Besides, he had spoken of a boat, and now they could
Dick's blows had been terrible ones, and well delivmake it out.
ered.
They were armed with long, heavy pistols, and these
Leaving them where they had fallen, knowing that he
they speedily drew.
had not killed them, Dick hurried on.
The stranger was a bad character, no doubt, and they
And then, of u eudden, around the C?rner of Cortlandt
could be pardoned firing upon him.
Lau t:, came the watch.
Crack! Crack!
There were three or four of them, and they carried
One bullet struck one of Dick's oars, and another plowed
pikes, horns and lanterns.
Dick almost ran into them, they came aro.u nd the turn- a hole in the side of the boat.
"Good-night, gentlemen," laughed Dick, rowing away.
ing so suddenly.
" Where ar.e you going at this time of night, neighbor,
and what is your haste?" asked one. '
CHAPTER VIII.
He held up his lantern, and took a look at Dick's face as
LOOKING FOR THE EVILDOERS.
he asked the question.
Dick went flying over the water at good speed, and no
'"Truly, I go fast because_I have been pursued by two
more
shots reached him.
footpads, whom I have just knocked down."
Two
or three were sent after him, but they all fell
"Say you so?"
short
.
" If you will continue on to the next turning you will
He \Tas a good oarsman, and knew the river as well by
lind t hem just recovering from the blo\rs I gave them
night
as by day.
likely."
Two or three men came hurrying out of houses by the
'' That was a "·orthy deed, but wh at is your own business
river as the shots rang out, but no one pursued him.
abroad at this late hour?"
The watch fired their pistols, but 'after· that did not
The watchmen surrounded Dick, and he knew that only
1~load.
by a clever trick could he escape them.
Th ey would have a wonderful story to tell of how they
" I am going across the ·r iver on an errand of importhad shot a river pirate, and how his boat had been carried
ance. My boat lies at the wharf hard by. If yon would
out to sea.
like to see my pass- -"
Having no booty to show and the fa ct of the tide r un"'Yes, it will be necessary at such unsettled times."
ning in an opposite direction did not disturb them in the
Dick thrust • his hand into hi s pocket and took out a least.
folded paper.
Dick continued on his way, helped by the strong tide
It was blank, but, as it was folded, looked most im- and by daybreak he had reached the boat-house.
portant.
Drawing the boat up on the sand and tying it, he went
He h:mded it to one of the watch.
away without taking the trouble to arouse the old boatThe fellow took it, while the others held up their Ian- man, now fast asleep in his cottage.
terns.
The boat lent to the country boy had been returned,
Then all of a sudden Dick tripped up the heels of tw0 and that was sufficient.
of them, and brought their heads t bgether with ra most · Exercising caution as he went on, he managed to slip
resounding cra ck.
through the lines without arousing the sentries, and then
Then, as they all rolled over in the dust he took to his hurried on.
own heels, and dashed down the wharf.
Reaching the tavern where he had left Major, he had a
H e found his boat where he had left it, sprang in, cast nap of an hour, got his breakfast, and then set off to reoff the warp, caught up the oars, and pushed out into the port to the general-in-chief.
etream.
Having told what little he had learned, he asked:
Th e tide was setting strong up the river, and he made
"Have you any further instructions, your excelleDgood headway.
•
cy?"
"Well, after all, it has been a day of adventures," he
The general pondered for a moment.
said, as he rowed away.
"No, I have not, Dick," he said. "Hold yourself in
His adventures were not yet over, however.
readiness. however, to execute any orders I may have for
The watchmen were on their feet and giving chase in a you."
few moments.
"I \rill, y9ur excellency," and then Dick saluted and
As Dick shot out upon the river they came hurrying retired.
down the wharf.
.
j He reached the camp of the Liberty Boys during the
As the tide caught him and sent his boat skimming up- afternoon, and at once sought Bob.
strea m, t hey reached the edge of the wharf.
J
H e related his adventures briefly, and then asked:
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·•How have the Tories been behaving themselves during
my absence, Bob?"
'' Very badly, Dick. Two barns and a hayrick, all belonging to patriot families, were burned last night."
" Say you so?"
'"Yes, and a boy of twelve was caught bJ' Tories and
flogged. He was one of. Andrews' boys."
" Did he recognize any of his tormentors?"
" One was Sol Mills, Joe's younger brother."
'·At all events, Joe himself was nqt ther e, so he cann ot be accused of it."
" Very true."
"Is it known who set the bai·ns and rick on fire?"
- " ~o, but the Tories say t hat it served the .rebels
r ight."
"There was no Tory property destroyed?"
" No." . 1
" Has there been :since th e8e outrage;; began?"
" No, not once."
" And none of the patriots hav e said tha t it served the
others right?"
"No; they have all expressed the deepest sympathy."
1
"And have given aid, also, have the)' not?"
" Yes, in every case."
"Has Thompson Mills ever given either sympathy or aid
to any of his unfortunate neighbors?"
"No, not a single time."
"Have any of the other Tories done so?"
"They haven't," said Bob, "and in every case they have
laughed at the tmfortunates, and said that it served· them
right."
'·This man in black set fire to the Freeman barn," said
Dick, "and I think I will prove in time that Thompson
)lills has instigated every one of these crimes, if he has
110t taken part in them."
" If it is proved, Dick, what will we do. with him?"
" Punish him in a way that will teach him and others
like him that such 11 cts are not toJ be tolerated for a moment."
" Then you think tha t th e Tor:ies have clene these things,
D ick?"
" I have not the slightest doubt of it, Bob."
" Bnt we've got to catch them in the act."
" We will do it. 'T'hey ha>e grown bold, and think that
110 one dares punish them ."
" They will think differ ent ·when th ey :feel the Liberty
])oys' revenge."
"Very true, and they are bound to feel it shortly."
Dick then sent for Will Freeman, and asked:
"HaYe you eYer heard an~· stori r~ of a treasure being
buried somewhere in your garden?"
" Y e , but I never believed tMm."
" Have you ever dug for it?" "No."
"Has anyone else?"
"Not as far as I know."

''Did your mother believe tbese stories?"
"No."
"Nor your father?"
"No."
"Thompson Mills does."
"Why do you think so?"
"That is why he wanted to get bold of t he property."
" He has money enough without going di gging for buried
treasure."
" The more some men have t he more t hey want.''
" Very true."
" Did you ever hea r how t his story of buried treasure
originated?"
" I never did."
'·Then you don't know if it is 0<1ptain 1\:icld's or whm,e
it is?"
" No, and I n en•r beli eved that there wa s an y. "
" Th ere might be, Will. A shre"·d man like Thompson
}fills would not be misled by a mere :; tory.''
" He is very ignorant, Dick."
" I know, but sluewd. He has som e clc,~· to' thi s treasure, or he would never make such e ffo r t~ to ge t hol d of
the property."
"Perhaps not.''
"We must try and learn what his clew i~ . "
"And then?"
" Look for the treasure."
" Do you think it is really there?"
"It may be. .Joe Mills and the man in bla ck ar e going
to dig on their own aeeount."
"They are?"
"Yes, but at random. I think the old man ha<> some
idea where he ought to look to find it."
, " And Joe h a~ not. thi ;: knowledge?"
" No."
"Well, as for me, 1 don't believe it, anu ihe only treasure in our place is wh at we can get ont of it by bard
work."
"Su ch is pretty apt to be the case, Will, and yet I am
in dined to believe in this particular stor~·."
·' \\-ell , J t ru ~ t that ~·ou may be right , bnt- I doubt
it..,

·' Bu t if I find th at there i>' i rca' m e in Yom· ,ga r den. am
I at liberty to dig fo r it? ''
"Yes.''
" If I find it what shall J do with it?"
"lt will be yonrs to l1o as you like with. "
"Yes, but what would you like me to do with it?"
"l:Tse it to furtl1~r th e cause of liberty.''
" I will do so, after your ister is provided for."
Th e matt er was then dismissed for th e time.
When it grew dark Dick sent for Bob and said:
" I want the Liberty Boys to patrol the neighborhood in
small parties. You and Mark and Ben, Sam, Arthur, and
Walter, and Carl, Patsy and Nels had better t ake parties
of six or eight. I will take a party m;yself."
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Pretty soon Dick toliched Will, who was nearest to
"The idea is a good one."
.. I will make out a territory fo1: each party, ·and we will him .
This was a signal that the youth was to follow.
leave one to _gnard the <;:amp."
Dick crept along, close t o the fe nce, Wi1l close be" You want that we shall keep a watch on the Tories?"
" Yes, and if :you see anyone firing it barn cr bouse or hind.
In a couple of minutes Dick heaTd in a low vojce :
r ick, shoot."
'' And in case of anyone found act~g suspiciously?"
"Have you got th e oil and matches handy ?"
'·Arrest him. These evil deeds have got to be stop"Yes," answered someone.
"You two 1go to the side, and we will tak e the f'ronL
pcd."
We'll learn thesJ rebels a lesson."
Dick did not recognize either of the voices.
CH APTE R IX.
CA UGHT IN THE ACT.
He saw two men leap the fence and hurry toward the
:-)hortly after bedtime that night Dick, with a small si~e of the barn, which loomed up dark before them.
Dick imitated the chirp of a cricket.
party of Liberty Boys, set out to look for the malefactors
'l' his was to call the youths to his side.
1rho had been terrorizing the neighborhood.
,
In a few moments Harry, Phil, and Tom came up.
H e took "Will Freeman, Phil Waters, Harry Judson,
"Surround the place," Dick said.
Dave Dunham, Tom Hunter, and Ben Brand, all of them
Then he and Will crouched by the fence and listenreliable youths.
They did not take their horses, as they were not going ed.
In a moment a flam e appeared a few yards distant.
any great distance.
Two men were seen crouching beside the barn, ready to
Then., too, the horses might excite suspicion.
push a mass of inflammabl e material insid e, where a board
This was just what they wished to avoid.
They were all armed with pistols, and carried plenty o:f had been torn off.
" Fire!" cried Dick.
ammunition.
Will Freeman obeyed on the instant.
lf . they caught anyone red-handed they would not hesiWhether his aim was bad from excitement could not be
tate to shoot.
•
Incendiarism was a crime at all times, but just now it told.
I
The bullet flattened against the side of th e bsrn, and
amounted to an act of war.
the two men sprang to their feet in a moment and dashed
Dick resolved to punish it accordingly, therefore.
In the territory covered by Dick were many patriot away.
Dick fired, and one of the men yelled with pain , but
families of moderate means.
H was such who had suffered most from the acts of the kept right on.
Tories, Dick had noticed.
Will leaped over the fence, and stamped out t he inflam1'·~me of them had been threatened, that he knew. mable stuff.
H e therefore had no definite information to work upon.
It was tow, cotton, and wood-fiber soaked with oil.
" We will watch Thatcher's place first," said Dick.
Will stamped it out as two or three shots were heard .
Then two men leaped th e fen ce and went dashing do wn
" He has two sons in the patriot army," said Will.
'·Yes, and there are only the old folks and a dimghter at the road with' the youths firing after them.
None of them wa s hit, apparently, 'or at any rate not
home."
·
Th e 'l' hatcher house was on a by-road, the barn being bad enough to fall.
vl n:'-er to the road than th e house on account of changes
Pretty soon lights were seen, and Mr. Thfltcher ·~ plll<H1e in laying out the highway.
peared at the back door.
'l'hatcher had expected to be r ig:tt or). th ~ main rmd,
"Who?s there?" he said.
lJut h?. d been left on what had simply been a lane.
" Dick Slater and some of th e Liberty Boys."
" What"s th e trouble. Djck ?"
:\laking their way cautiously, the youths reached the
l.a rn and lay behind bushes ncar the road side.
·' We detected four 6coundrels in the act.of firi,ng yo ur
For some tim € all wa s f<ilent , but at last Dick detec ted barn. hu t, unfo rtnnately, they escaped ."
1
·• Do vou know them?"
1IH' ~nund of app1;oaching footsteps.
··~o; l 'hit one, lJut he got off."
Hi~ hearin g- wa s keen er than t hat of :m y of his com'·1 hit another," cri ed Harry, "but he nm awaJ, jw;t
ra•lr>~.
I
··'flw rr is ~;om e on e coming," he ~ aiel to Will.
th r >:a me."
··I don "t hear anything."
" l'm obliged to you , boys," said the old man. "I've
··T.i ;;ten and you may."
been afraid of something like this."
1 n a. minute or two Wili said:
"Have you heen t hreatened, Mr. Thatcher?" asked
''J hear someone now, bllt I don't know how many there Dick.
·are_;;
"No, not directly, but men have hinted that I had bet''There are four, all men. I can tell by their tread." ter look out how I talked."
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"About what ?"
"We came upon a party of 'Uo.ries robbing heJt-roosts,"
" 'Phe war."
he said. "We fired, and Dan•Maywood got a•sh0t in the
" Who told ym1 to loa'k out ?"
leg."
"You recogni zed him ?"
'"l'ories."
" Do you know any of them?"
" Y,es. His friends carried him aw'ay. We did not want
"Some I do .and som€ I don't; Mills and his son told me him so long as we had caught him in the act."
I ought to be careful."
"No, and you can lod~e a complaint against him in the
" Did they threaten ?"
morning."
" He may not remain."
" No, but they said some fo1ks didn't like the way I
talked, an,d might resen t it."
" If he goes away so much t he better. The section will
" By setting fire to yom: b&rn?" suggest~d Dicl!i.
be well rid of such a ma n."
"
' "alter J ennings and his party had captured ·a man of
" They did not say how. They were very vague."
"' But you still talked M you felt, I suppose ?"
evil reputation and a ':Cory, who had ·been detected trying "Yes; I am not to be muzzled. I have lJlY convictions, to steal a cow from a poor widow whose main support it
and I shall be true to them."
was.
" That is right. Well, I don't think you will be trouShe was a patriot, and her husband had be'en killed at
bled again soon. "
the battle of Long Island.
" I hope not."
There were three in t he party, but only one had been
" If anybody makes hints to you again just let me captu red.
know."
" I' know t he others," said Walter. "They are Siuwn
"I will, Dick. Can I do anything for you or t he Gilfeather and David Rankin. We all saw them and can
boys?"
swear to them." .
"No, thank you. We are out on patrol, and may bo
" Take this fellow to jail and enter complaints ugainst
the others before J udge Brown. T hese scoundrels are beneeded elsewhere."
The old man thanked them again, and then they went ginning to feel t he Liberty Boys' revenge."
The other parties had simply frightened away several
away.
Visiting t he next house in their district, the occupant , suspicious looking persons, but had not fired upon ·or cap:
.
a n old lady, told them that some suspicious characters . h.(red any of the evildoerS.
had heen around durl.ng the even1"ng, but that the dogs
" We have done good work to-night," Dick said, "an(L
had f rightened them away.
there will be less trouble than formerly."
" Ho11· manv were there, Mrs. Mattison ?" asked Dick.
•
" We hH en't caught the rin gleaders yet, though," said
" I saw two. I went to the door when the dogs barked,
,
Bob.
and saw t wo men hurrying away from the hen-h ouse.
"Well, we must 'i\9t relax our vigilance . . These pesrs
"Keep t he dogs out. They are the best of watchmen. will be cautious now, but we must maintain a r;atch
If YO U know how to use one, g€t a pistol, and shoot at every upon them, even if nothing is heard of them for a
su;picious person .1von see lurking
about. They won't come week."
~
the second time."
The next morning complaints were made against several
The youths went away, and heard no more rep@rts of of the Tories, and the man that had been stealing the
cow was promptly sent to jail for six months, as he was
excesses being committed in their territory.
Early in the morning Dick found Bob, having sent simply an accessory.
Will and the rest back to camp.
The Tories were less loud spoken for a dav.1 or so.
" Well, Bob?" he asked.
"We surprised a party setting fi-re to Mordaunt's house,
They saw· that the Liberty Boys were in earnest, and
evidently
feared a still worse punishment.
and opened fire on them. I hit Bond in t he sh ou lder.
The gaJig carried him away; but I recognized him."
Dick took pains to have it known that anyone caught
committing depredation would be fired upon, no mat ter
" How many were there?"
,
"Three or four. I am not sure of the rest, but I saw who they were, and that incendiaries would be hanged if
Bond. I am sure of him. He' ll have a sore shoulder for captured.
the nex t month or so."
The leaders had not been caught, as Bob intimateu, but
"Did you fire on any others?"
for a day or two there were no reports of thefts or fires
" ~o , but one party beard us coming and ran. We could or of threats against "rebels."
hear them going at full speed."
.Joe Mills came back from th e city and began to talk as
boastingly as ever.
CHAPTER X.
Mark Morrison was in a public place when Joe was
CONCERNING THE BURIED T REAS URE.
talking, and said:
When the other part ies came in Mark Morrison wa~ t he
" I guess you haven't heard the news, Mills."
"What do you mean by that?" growlingly.
first to report.
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" Why, how a lot o£ your gang have disappeared, with
complaints hanging over them."
Wills glared at Mark, who continued:
"A lot o£ your g~ntlemen tried your barn-burning, cowstealing tactics the other night, and some o£ them got
shot. Others are keeping away to avoid being sent to
jail."
"I haven't got anything to do with it/' with a snarl.
"No, and it's a ·good thing £or you that you had not.
You won't say it served them right, I suppose."
"I dunno what you're talking about."
" All I can say is that you had better curb your evil
tongue," , added Mark, "and not put yourself under suspicion."
Mills went away growliNg, but he took Mark's advice,
nevertheless.
He did not say an insulting word about the patriots
£or the next 1week.
The Liberty Boys patroled the neighborhood as before,
but £or two or three nights nothing suspicious was to be
seen.
They kept up their vigilance, however, being determined to put a stop to ·the persecutions o£ the Tories.
Three or £our days later Dick took Major and rode as
far as the Harlem river, and then made his way to the city
in search o£ information.
'
H e learned much o£ great imporfunce, and was on his
way back when he saw Joe :Mills entering a tav~rn on the
King's Bridge road.
The complaint against Mills £or stealing the widow
Freeman's cow had not been withdrawn, but the fellow
had given bail, and th e case had been postponed.
'
Seein g the two men togeth er, Dick, who was in 'disguise, suspected that they had something to talk about
which he would be glad to know.
Leaving Major in the care o£ a hostler, Dick hurried to
the tap-room o£ the tavern.
H e was certain to find the two Tories there.
H e paused at the door and listened.
The men were within.
"I stolt! the paper £rom th e old man's secretary," :Mills
was\saying.
"Can you make anything out o£ it?"
"Yes; all I want. It isn't Captain Kidd's money at
,ali."
"Isn't it?"
"No, it's money that was hid £rom the Injuns and the
British, and buried in what's now Freeman's garden."
There was something in the story, after all.
" I s the 'place marked out?"
"Yes. You go north £rom the road a hundred feet, and
th en-but it's all down on the paper."
"You've got it?"
"Yes."
"Let me see it'."
"You'll stea1 it!"
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"H'm! you've got no call to say that, you cow-stealer!"
"As mu9h as you have, barn-burner!"
"Who stole it from the old man? Second thief's the
best owner,' I guess."
"Well, that's all right," growled Mills. "I'll show it
to yon."
Dick drew as near as he dared.
Melton read the paper giving the location of the trea-·
sure.
Dick had tablets and pencil with him.
His memory was good, but he resolved not to trust to it
entirely on this occasion.
He listened attentively, and took down everything of
importance.
"That's all right," said Mills. "I'll divide with you if
you'll help me get the stuff."
"When will we go?"
"Soon as we can."
"We'd better go at night?"
"0£ course. Any other time wouldn't be safe."
Then the men were silent £or a time.
"Hear anything in the city?" asked Mills.
"Yes."
"Is Howe going to do anything?"
"Yes."
"I hope he'll drive the rebels out. Those Liberty Boys
have been making trouble."
"How so?"
"\Vhy, they're actually going to law and spoilin' the fun
we've been havin' up t here."
Melton laughed.
"That cow case has been put off, I hear?"
" Yes," growlingly.
"What about the case o£ the old man?"
"Ife's been keeping quiet, but he's working just the
sam e. We'll get the best of the rebels yet."
" Well, we'll go and get this stuff pretty quick before
he gets at it."
" Very good. To-morrow do?"
"Yes. Come to the back gate and whistle."
"I'll do it."
Dick now left the tavern.
H e had heard all that he wanted to know.
He made his way to the general-in-chief's headquarters
at once and reported.
What lle had learned concerned a pl;J)jected assault
upon Fort Washington by several parties.
Washington was glad to get the news.
Knowin g the enemy's plans, he could make preparation s accordingly.
Dick received certain instructions and then returned
to camp.
"We are likely to have fighting soon, Bob," he said
to his first lieutenant.
"That is good news," excitedly.
"Yes, Fort Washington is to be attacked."
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"That is serious. · I trust that Magaw will be able t.o
hold out against the British."
"Yes, for it is an important position."
"That is why Howe wants it."
"Well, the Liberty Boys will do their best to defeat
him, Bob."
" Very true," agreed Bob.
Leaving Bob, Dick found Will Freeman in hi!> tent and
called him aside.
"I have ·news, Will."
"Of what sort, Dick?"
"I have learned t he locati on of t he h'easure m your
garden."
" In what manner?"
Dick then t'old how 11e had discovered the secret.
" Well, you said that old man Mills must have some
clew," he said."
" Yes."
" Do you believe it is of any use, Dick?" asked
vVill.
" We can, at all events, test it, my lad."
" True. Let me look at the copy you made."
Dick showed it to him.
"Le t us go to the old place and locate it by this," he
sai d.
"Very good."
'
Then they set off for the ruins, Will more excited than
he would ever have acknowledged . he could be over the
mat ter of the buried treasure.
CH APTER XI.
WHAT I THEY FOUND I N THE GARDE N.

On t he way to the old house Dick stopped and got a
pickax, a couple of spades, a sack and some rope.
He met Mark and a couple of others and took them
with him.
"They'll be good pickets if we don't want them to help
us," said Dick.
"Very true," said Will.
,Mark and the others had no idea why they were want.ed.
They were accustomed to obeyin g Di ck without question, however:
When they reached the old place they studied the di1rections Dick had.
By following these they at last found themselyes in
a comer of the garden near an old apple tree.
"We never planted very much here," said Will, " as
.there was too much shade."
Measuring off a certain distance, Dick said :
"Try the pick here, boys."
"Are you going to turn farmer, Dick ?" asked Mark.
"Well, we expect to get money out of this ground,"
·said Dick, with a laugh.
Then he struck the pick into the ground. .
" T his earth has not been disturbed in years," he said.

~hen he str uck in the pick again, driving it as deep
as he co:uld.
" What are you going to raise?" ,asked Mark.
"A chest of gold," said Will.
"Do you really mean -it?"
"Well, we hope to."
"Is t here one there?"
" So we have heard."
"There are lots of such stories that don't amount to
anything," said Mark.
"Well, if I did not think there was something in this
one, I would not bother," said Dick.
"No, you are not one to be fooled with cock-and-bull
stories."
Then, while Will used the pick, Dick told Mark what
he had learned about the buried treasure.
"That sounds more reasonable than a Captain Kidd
story," said Mark.
" Yes, the old Dutch settlers often buried their money
when they feared a raid of the Indians or British," said
Will.
Quite a good deal of earth having been loosened by
thi s time, the youths now got to work digging with the
spades.
Mark was sent to stand guard outside to keep off those
who might be drawn thither by curiosity.
The garden was in sight from the -road , the house and
barn being now out of the way.
Some of the neighbors in th e rear, seeing the youth s at
work, might come a~ound to ask questions.
Dick wanted to keep the matter quiet for various reasons.
·Above all, he did not wish it to reach the ears of Joe
Mills.
Two or t hree curious persons did come around and
questioned Mark.
"Making a garden ?" t hey asked.
"Yes," was the answer.
"Ain't it rather late?"
"Not for the crop we expect to raise. "
"What you going to raise?"
" Something to make money."
•
"Waal, ~heat IS as good as anything. You· try
t hat. "
"Very well."
"Rye is better'n wheat i~ that sile," said another .
Then began a discussion - as to the value of different ·
crops, in which Mark took no part.
He was amused by the talk, but said nothing.
At last, their curiosit:Y being satisfied, the in1uisitive
neighbors went away.
Dick and the rest were still haTd at work.
They had their coats off and were very busy.
H aving cleared quite a large space, Dick now took
the pick again and drove it into the ground.
It struck someth ing hard and made his hands tingle.
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turf upon it to give it the look of not having been dis"That's either a stone or our box," he cried.
turbed.
He loosened more earth and then took a spade.
Throwmg out several spadefuls of earth, he suddenly
The chest" was dragged to the cart, lifted in and covered
with sacks.
exclaimed:
Then Will got some potatoes and other things from
"'Jtbere is something here!"
friendly neighbors and drove t~ the camp.
"What is it?" they all cried.
.As there were a good many of the Liberty Boys, and
Then Dick and Will began to dig.
In a few moments the corner of an iron box was dis- they had to be fed, it was no unusual sight to see wagons
closed.
dr~ve out to the camp, and so no one wondered at seeing
Will now.
" H ere she is!" cried Will.
"So it is," echoed Harry.
There was a good-natured Irish lad named Patsy BranThen Dick put in his pick and got the blade under a nigan, who was the cook, and when Will drove up he
corner of the box.
asked :
, Putting his weight upon it, he raised it slightly.
"Phwat have yez dhere, me bhy?"
"Clear it away, boys," he said.
' "Potatoes," said Will. "Jump in and lift out a sack
They all took spades and removed the earth from the · of them."
top of the chest.
Patsy jumped into the cart, and, as luck would have it,
It was two feet long and a foot wide.
seized the box first.
"It isn't very big," said Dick, "but it may be heavy
"Tear an~ ages, phwat have yez dhere?" he gasped,
for all that."
breathing hard. "Shure an' dhim pitaties are as heavy
"How are we going to get it up?" asked Harry. "The as lead."
hole is three feet deep."
"Rut as good as gold! " laughed Will.
;, Get the rope, Harry, and when Will and I lift you
CHAPTER x'u.
and Ben pass it under."
COUNTING THE TREASURE.
Dick and Will took their picks and raised one end of
Patsy Brannigan wiped his reeking forehead and said ~
1
the chest.
Then Harry and Ben got the rope under the end.
"Shure an' dhat's a box, Will, me bhy. Dhere do be
"Now get it farther under," said Dick. "Lift hearty, no pitaties in dhat."
Will."
"No, there are not. Take the potatoes out first."
Three of them now lifted the chest while Harry slipped
Patsy threw a sack of potatoes on his shoulder and walked off with it.
t he rope under.
It was now at the middle of the chest.
When he came back for another he had a fat German
"Make a good knot," said Dick, "and then we'll all youth with him.
take hold."
This was Carl Gookenspieler, one of the Liberty Boys,
This was done, and the four youths laid hold of the and the source of a good deal of fun for all the. rest.
rope and hauled.
"Take dhe little box up to Dick's tint, Cookyspiller,"
It was a stout, new rope, and although it stretched, said Patsy, drawing out a sack of potatoes.
did not break.
"All righd; dot was nodings; dot was on'y de shmall
With all four hauling upon "it the box was bound to pox."
come out if the rope did not break.
"Only G.he shmallpox, is it? Yez'll not be gittin' dhe
There was enough of it, and Dick told Will to double shmallpox here, me bhy, an' givin' it to dhe rist av
us."
it around the chest
This was done.
"I didn't sayed der shmallpox; I sayed der shmall
pox."
Then they all laid hold upon it once more.
In a short time the box was drawn out of the hole upon
"Shure, an' Oi don't see dhe difference."
the ground.
"Dot was no diseases been, Batsy; dot was der liddle
It was as deep as it was long, and was quite a heavy pox alretty."
affair.
"Oh, Oi see; it's dhe shmall box, yer mean?" laughed·
"We ought to get it away before we open it," said the jolly Irishman.
Dick, "for we will attract too much attention."
"Ya, dot was what I said."
"I can get a horse and cart," said Will.
"W eil, take it out."
"Do so," said Dick, "and we will drag it to the
Patsy stood with the sack on his back watching Carl.
road."
He did not wish to miss any of the ·fun.
When Will had gone for t he horse and cart the others
Will turned around on the wagon seat, but said nothfilled the hole, throwing in loose stones to take the place ing.
of the box. ·
Carl caught hold of one · of the handles of the box and
Then they pounded the earth down hard and then put pulled.

i
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H e thought from the size of the box that he was going
The tankards were of Dutch make, and the coins were
nearly all Spanish.
,
•
to have an easy job of it.
He did not, for he could not budge the thing.
At the time that the vessels must have been brought
" What you dooded, put some nails mit it?" he ask- over from Holland, Spanish gold was :ip. use nearly all
, ed.
over Europe.
"No, it isn't nailed," said Will.
There were a few French gold pieces and some EngThen Carl tugged again, but could not move the lish, but the greater part was Spanish.
box.
"A good deal of Spanish gold found its way into Holland
a What you was got in dot?" he asked. "Was dot some . during Spain's occupancy of the Netherlands," said Dick,
shtones, or what it was?"
"and hence these coins now among these Dutch uten"Yis, Oi think it is," roared Patsy. "Thry it agin, sils."
Cookyspiller, me bhy."
The spaces between the vessels were filled with the
Carl tri ed it, while the sweat poured off his face.
coins, and there was also a thick bed of them at tbe
H e weighed two hundred pounds, but he could not bottom.
budge the box.
There were also yards and yards of old Spanish lace,
I <links I was tooked off mein goat," he muttered.
yellow with age, strings of gold and silver beads, and gold
Then he removed his coat, and in his shirt and breeches and silver head ornaments worn by Dutch women.
went at the box again .
There was estimated to be very nearly five hundred
This time he jumped up in the cart and pushed instead pounds in money, the greater part of which was in sil.of pulled.
ver.
H e moved the box this time with considerable effort.
The gold and silver ornaments and the vessels were
"Off dot boxes was so big .lige it was heafy been," he worth something, while the lace itself was quite valuasui~, "it should was been so big lige ein houses."
ble.
P atsy roared and said :
There were papers at the bottom of the chest which
" An' av yez cud do all dhat yez tink yez can, ye'd be
showed that it bad belonged to an old Dutch famil y, lo)lg
as shtrong as tin horses, begorra."
· f
since extinct.
·
'' You can't move it, Carl," said WilL '' It took out
"There
is
no
question
as to its belonging to you, Will,"
of t he boys to lift it in the cart."
sa.id Dick, " since you dug it up, and now t he question
"What it was?" asked the puzzled German boy.
is, wha~sball we do wit h it?"
" Oh, just a box."
"Give the money t o General Washington," said Will.
"What you was done mit it?"
"Luc.y
may have the other things."
" Take it t o Dick's t ent."
"That
seems to be a fair division. The silver vessels
"Why you don'd toldt me dot was heafy lige dot?"
will
bring
a fair price, and the lace must be very valuable,
Carl asked . .
although
I
am not much of a judge. of such t hings."
"Shure an' yez never axed me," laughed Patsy, as he
The
money
was made up in a separate package and
went off with the potatoes.
ent
rusted
to
Dick
to give to the general-in-chief t he next
Will called to four or five of the Liberty Boys, and they
time
he
saw
him.
came for the chest.
The other things were packed up separately, and then
Between them they carried it to Dick's tent and set it
chest, which was quite heavy, was thrown aside, being
the
inside.
of
little
value.
"What is in it, Will ?" they all asked. "It\ as heavy
Lucy was greatly astonished at the finding of the treasas lead."
"We dug it up in our garden. I think it contains treas- ure, but thought that her share was altogether too
ure of some sort. J oe ,Mills is going to dig up the garden large.
"I will keep the silver tankards an d cream jugs," she
·
to-morrow or the next day for it."
said,
"and also th e beads and the ornaments, but the lace
" H e'll be a badly disappointed Tory, I think," laughed
is
much
too valuable for me to think of wearing."
one.
"What
shall you do with it?" asked Dick.
Th13 youths then unloaded the cart and drove back to
"Sell it and devote t he proceeds to the cause o~ libwhere he bad got it.
erty,"
said the patriotic girl.
'
vVben be return ed to the camp he found Dick and the
others.
Dick agreed to dispose of it to a dealer in th e city and
Dick then proposed that they open the chest, and Will took charge of it.
agreed.
The next night he took Will, Patsy and Mark and went
They pried off the top and found a number of s!lver to the garden of the old place where, close t o the gnarled
tankards, cream jugs and other vessels closely packed , and ancient apple tree, .they awaited the coming of the
J trea sure seekers.
and filled with silver and gold coins.
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CHAPTER XIII.

They tumbled out a lot of them and then struck earth
again. ·
"It digs harder now," grunted Melton.
Patsy got up in the apple tree, Will and Mark got be"Yes, I guess we're getting down to it."
hind it, and Dick crouched ih the long grass and tan~eii
weeds hard by.
It was more diffcult digging now, the earth having been
It was quite late when they heard footsteps approach- undisturbed for generations.
They sweated and puffed and grunted, and at last the
ing and saw the gleam of a couple of lanterns.
In a few moments Joe Mills and Melton stood under man in black growled:
"I'd like to have the old Dutchman here who planted
the old tree.
"I located the spot this afternoon, when nobody was it so deep. I'd give- -"
""' t that moment Patsy leaned over so far to ·see what
around," said Mills.
He did not know that Dick had been watching him all was going on that he fell out of the tree.
the time.
He landed right astride Melton's shoulders and knocked
. "That's better than having to find it in the dark," him flat.
said Melton.
"Oh, glory, Oi'm kilt entoirely!" he roared.
"Yes, that's what I thought. I reckoned that right
Will and Mark behind the tree let out peals of laughter
at this unexpected occurrence.
under tl1is old apple tree was the spot."
avery good; let's get to work."
Joe Mills jumped out of the hole in a fright, kicked
They had brought a couple of spades with them, and over the lantern and fled in terror.
no11', setting the lanterns down, they got to we.rk.
Then Dick came hurrying up, seized the other and
1
They took off their coats and threw them on the ground, said :
and then each took a spade and began to dig.
'
"Quick, bo:ys, secure this fellow. By his own confession
The lanterns were placed near the tree and threw a he is guilty of setting fire to the barn."
deep shadow upon Will and Mark.
Mark and Will came out from behind the tree and seized
"You ought to know this place," said Melton. "You Melton.
must have passed it when you took away the cow."
Patsy got on his feet in a moment and said:
"I was about as near as when you set fire to the
"Shure an' it wor looky dhat Oi fell on ' dhis felly
barn."
j inshted av crackin' me hid on dhe ·corner ' av dhe iron
"Nobody can prove that," said Melton, digging.
chist yez tuck out yistidday."
' · ·
"And they can't find the cow. She's dead and eaten
"What do you want of me?" growled Melton,
Mark
, , a:g.d Will held him fast.
long before now."
"They must have planted things here," grunted Melton. ! "To punish you for burning the Widow Freeman's
"It digs easy."
' barn."
"Well, I am not complaining about that. I never did
"You can't prove that I did it."
like hard work."
"You told Joe Mills so just a few minute$ ago."
"No, you are not used to it, but you can drive a hard
"That is nothing. You can't use a man's confession
bargain."
against him without corroborative evidence."
"No harder than you, you scheming money-lender."
"You are a suspicious character, and was seen hanging
"You're glad to borrow it, you spendrift."
about the place just before the fire. You will have to go
"But not to pay your high rate of interest, you grasp- with us."
ing wretch."
"An' dhin dhey'll put yez to breakin' shtones," said
"Oomplimints floy ph Win gintle folks meet," thought Patsy, "which is harder worruk dhan diggin' for tings
Patsy up in the tree.
dhat yez can't foind."
"It is no higher than the law allows," growled Mel~
"Have you removed the chest?" growled Melton.
ton.
"We have," was Dick's reply.
"You had no right to it."
Then they continued to dig, and for some minutes said
nothing.
"We had the right of the first finders."
They threw the earth out rapidly, and pretty soon Joe's
"You did not. We knew it was there. You did
not."
spade struck something.
"I've got it!" he cried.
"You only thought so. It might have been a hoax, or
"Are you sure?"
the chest might have been taken out a lnmdred years ago,
"Yes."
and you would haye known nothing about it. Besides, it
He put in his spade again, while Melton brought one was on Will's property."
of the lanterns.
"Be that as it may, I had nothing to do with the barnThen Mills brought out oa large stone, and Melton an- burning, and you cannot hold me for it."
other.
"We are of a different opinion," said Dick. "Bring him
alo ng. boys."
"Maybe it's below the stone," said Joe .
TWO DISAPPOINTED TORIES.

as
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Dick went ahead with the lantern to show the way, and
Will and Mark followed, the prisoner between them.
All of a sudden Melton raised his foot, kicked the lantern out of Dick's hand, and extinguished it.
Then he wrenched his arms loose from the grasp of the
Liberty Boys, and made a sudden dash.
As soon as he recovered from his surprise Dick drew a
pistol and fired in the direction of the retreating footsteps.
Then the lanterns were relighted, but the man could
not be found.
"He will escape us, as he is used to the place," said
Will. "He has been here many t imes, no doubt."
"Shure an' it's no use croyin' over shpilled milk," said
Patsy. "Dhe man is gon' an' we are will rid av him, dhe
robber."
"Yes, there need be no t ears shed over his absence,"
said Dick. "He has had a warning, and it is not likely
that he will return."
"~<\.n' a good riddance to him, dhe thafe," said Patsy
heartily.
The youths now left the old gard en, and returned to

Colonel Lanlbert Cadwalader, with eigh t hund1ed P ennsylvanians, was posted in the outer lines, about two and
a half miles south of the fort. ,
, This side was menaced by Lord P ercy vith a force
double Cadwalader's.
The Liberty Boys were stationed on Cock H ill, a precipitous eminence north of the fort and betwee:q. it and
Spyt den Duivel Creek.
Near them was Colonel Rawlings, of Maryland, with a
strong body of troops, many of them riflemen.
Colonel Baxter was posted to the east of the fort on
rough; woody heights, bordering the Harlem river.
The enemy had thrown up redoubts on high groun9, ou
the opposite side, and Baxter had been sen t to watch
them.
Dick had a three-gun battery on Cock Hill; and mean t
to make it as effective as he could.
The hill commanded passes along which t he enemy
might move, and was therefore a moot importan t p o~i
tion.
That it should have been entrust ed t o him was the
strongest evidence of the confidence with which he was rc·
camp.
garded by the general-in-chief.
The next day they went to the place again, filled up the
"Shure, an' it's a foine view we do have from here,'
hole and took away the spades.
,
said Patsy, standing ne_11· one of the guns.
Joe }fills w.as not seen in the. neighborhood~ and his
"Yah, dot was a bully one, I bet me," said Carl, ''but
father kept himself secluded, gomg out but little, and we was not came here to looak
at der sceneries. is
0
bavipg nothing to say to anyone, not even his own cronies. ; is?"
"He is growing cautious," said Dick. "He has been
"Shure, an' it was not, an' dhat's phwat Oi wor thinkin'
warned like · the rest, and fears the revenge of the Libav, Cookyspiller."
erty Boys.'' .
"What you was t'ought abouid, Ba ts~· ? "
"Yes, and it will fall on him unless he men().s his ways,"
"Dhat before long dhe slnnoke av dhe pv~ ill1er '"iII
said Bob. "He is quiet now, but he needs watching just
shut it out intoirely."
the same."
"Dot was not so worser as dot you was got shut ouid
The Liberty Boys continued their nightly patrol withyoutselluf mit one off dose cannon-balls, ain't it?"
out discovering any more outrages, and then one day Dick
" Shure, an' dhe cannon-ball is not made dhat will ~h ut
suddenly had orders from the general to take the youtl1s
me out, me bhy."
an~ go to the defence of Fort Washington .
" Vor why is dot?"
·.'Hecos pll\Vin Oi see it comin' Oi'll rin so fa~ht dhat it
CHAPTER XIV.
THE FALL OF F ORT WASHINGTO~.
·l·o n' t C0111C widi n tin moj)ps av me."
Early in the morning of the l oth of ~ovemlw r ( 'olorwl
·• You don't could nm ;;:o fast ligoe a gannon-ball. Ba t~Y-. ''
llaga.w began his ·preparati ons frH' the expected attat:k on . " Shure, an· _Yf' Z nircr ~all· nw nm Rnnyhow, an ' so ycz
can't tell."
Fort Washington.
On th e day befpre Genera] H owe ha d sen t in a ~l l llllllons
n eneral Howe had planned fo ur simultaneous attacks
for him to surrender.
·m the fort_
It was accompanied with a threat to resort to e xtremi tie~
One waRto be made on the north by Knyphausen and h is
if not complied with.
H P~> ia ns. in two columm.
:Magaw had intimated a doubt that no,rr \\'Ollld execute
T he i'CCOncl W fl8 to be made by two battalions of light
his threat.
;nfa ntn- and two battalion<- of guard s under Mathew, who
He also assured the British general that, actuated by "a" 1n l'l'O" " Harl0m river in fi at boa ts under cover of the
the most glorious cause that mankind ever fought in, he ..,,douh t:'_
would defend his post to the very last extremity.
This atta0k wa s to be support ed by a. fo rce under comColonel Magaw had a force of nearly three thousAnd naNl of Lorr1 C'ornwallis.
1
men, much larger than the fort could contain, in fact.
'J' hP thirr1 attack was t o be made by Colonel Sterling,
The majorjty of them, therefore, were stationed aboui 1r h 0 WM to drop down the Harlem river in boats to the
the outworks.
'f'ft of tl1f' .\nwric:m l ines facing New York
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The fourth attack was to be on the south by Lord Percy,
with a combined force of English and H~ ssian troops.
Dick, on his last visit to the city, had fortunately gott en hold of these plans, and had communicated them to
the general-in-chic .
}lagaw's preparationti had been maJe accordingly, and
~ he was ready to meet the enemy upon all sides.
~\t about noon the sound of heavy cannonading, echoing
among the hill s, together with the sharp rattle of musketry, announced that the battle had begun.
Dick Slater, with his Liberty Boys on Cock Hill, was
one of the first to be attacked.
Colonel Rald, leading one of Kn yphausen's column s,
attempted to assail the hill.
Dick set hi s battery to work, and the Hessian s were
obliged to retreat.
Rahl Yery quickly found himself entangled in a woody
defile which was not only difficult to penetrate, but where
he was exposed to the fire of both the Liberty Boys and
Hawling's riflemen.
Meanwhile the fight was going on . at all points, and
was sharply contested by every division of the Continentals.
Mathew had made good his landing, but was severely
handled by Baxter, who was killed in the very act of encouraging his men.
'l'he troops retreated while Mathew pushed on to cut
of! Oadwalader, who ha.d given battle to Lord Percy until
informed of Sterling's approach.
Sterling made a landing, and Oadwalader, beset on
hl·o sides, was obliged to retreat to the fort, which be
did, marking his track by numbers of slain Hessians.
Dick and the Liberty Boys continued to hold Knyp- hansen at bay, pouring in volleys from muskets and pistols, and discharging the guns as rapidly as they could be
loaded and firea.
_.\ t last their ammunition was exhau sted, and the battery was useless.
The guns of the Liberty Boys, from being discharged
so often, became fouled and were of no use.
Then Colonel Rabl, with the right divi,iop of the H essians, forced hi!' wa y directly up the north side of th e
hill.
Dick 01·dercd the guns spiked, and retreated.
Pown the hill they went in good order; firing a Yoll ey
\Yith their pistols as they descend ed.
Th<.>y made good their c;:cape, althongh the H eF"~ii:lm
~pu rsu e d them for some distance.
Fort \Vashington had fall en, and the Americans were
at last driven from the island.
\Tashington, at Fort Lee, hau witn e~,:eJ the lJattle, and
waF greatly affected.
It :;eemed to mean ihc loss of Fort Lee next, and the
oec·upation of the J erseys by tbe victorious British.
nirk Slater did not }(l!'e heart, but 8aid to Boh, as they
rodP away :
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·• It was a bad defeat, Bob, but the war is not over yei,
by any means."
"Yes, they say that it's the darkest hour before the
dawn, Dick."
·
·'Very true, and there are brighter times coming."
Dick's hopeful spirit had a good influence on th e re t,
and gave them great encouragement.
Beaten, but not discouraged, the Liberty Boys made
their way back to camp to await orders.

CHAPTER XV.
:MORE TROUBLE FROM THE TORih'S.

When the news of the fall of F qrt Washington reached
Westchester, Thompson Mills and the other Tories were
very jubilant.
Dick met the old Tory on the street, and he said w]th
a snarl:
"Ha., so you got licked, did you? Served you right.
You'll get licked again and again till you won't ha'le a
leg to stand on."
"Being defeated in one fight does not mean being extinguished," was Dick's reply.
"We'll keep on lickin' you then till you are," snaptJ~&
the Tory.
·
·'Oh, 'we' will 'do it, eh? I don't think you had anything to do with it. I didn't hear of you or any of .your
gang being in the fight."
The old man snarled at this retort.
·'You Tories don't fight; you burn barns anu steal and
beat boys. Pretty sort of fighting that, isn't it ?'l
"Don't you talk to me like that," snapped old Mills,
turning l~vid.
"Oh, ~you don't like it? That shows that : ou are
ashamed of yourself. There's some. hope, then."
'' I can 't fight. I'm an old man," 'Said Mills.
"You're not too old to do any mean act that you think
of. You're not too old to u;;e a club on a boy and bmn
barns."
"You never caught me burnin' a barn yet."
"Xo, but when I do you will cat ch it. You are none
too p-ood ro do it, let me teJl you that."
"Hain't you got no respect for an old man?" whined the
Tory, taking a different tone.
'' Ko, not when you do not deserve it. You are not an
olll man. You are simply whining. I have heard your
t.a lk before, and you will ha1·e to stop it or go out of the
neil!h borhood."
Dick would not haYe spoken thus seYercly if he bad not
known that '£hompson :!IIills wa s a scoundrel and capable
of any evil deed .
He had some respect for the enemy who went into battle, taking bis life in his hands for the sake of his con - ,
1·iction~, but JJOne for a hypocrite like the Tory.
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"As long as you rmpain here," he concluded, "you will. There were several foot prints in the soft earth around
·have to behave yourself. The instant that you· cease to do t he tree.
•SO, ,out you go."
Many of t hem wer e confused, of course.
"You can't drive me out !" sneered l'Ylills.
Among t hem, however, was on~ which could on ly have
"We will see !" firmly . "i wiU not waste wo11ds with . been made by a man wit h a club-foot.
:you, Mills. Y ou have had yo ur warning. See that you . T here was only one such person in the whole neighbor-listen to it."
hood.
When Dick reached the camp Bob E stabrook said to · " J oe Mills is around aga in, and up to his old tricks,"
him:
thought Dick.
" These Tories are beginning to sho11· their despicable
Then he examined t he hat carefully, inside and out .
.·spirit again. T hey need another lesson.' ·
TIHTe inls a dark sta in on the fron t of the brim.
" They will 1get it if they return to their former pracLooking at it carefully, Dick saw that it was a thumb
:tices," was Dick's reply.
·
print.
" Av yez will only say dhe word, Dick,' ' said Patsy.
T he dark stain had been caused by blood which had
·" Oi' ll go an' wallop ivery_lasht wan Oi see, just to ta che
drir<l.
·dhim to be dacint."
'l'hl' owner of the hat had had blood on his fingers
"Wait a while, P atsy," said Dick. "\\'e Hul st not act when he had taken it off.
·rashly. Talk is cheap, and hur ts no one, but as soon as
H e may have cut his thumb or I~ may ha>e been dress;these Tories show their hands again at any of thei r old
.
ing
a 1\'ound, and got blood on his hand.
,
t ricks, we'll take a revenge that t h ey ITi ! 1 renH.>Il1 •J C'r as
T
here were no other marks by which th e owner might
:l ong as they live."
"Yis, an' Oi'll be glad t.) be wan to give it lo dh im, po~~ibl Y be traced .
.ioo."
''l will keep this," Dick t hought . " Many a smaller
The next day, as Dick, BoL, and one or two more of the clue than this has led to the detection of criminals."
_youths were riding along the country r oad, they came
H e rolled the hat up and stuck it inside his coat.
tipott a boy of twelve tied t o a tree crying bitterly.
" What have you got t here, Dick?" asked Bob.
/ ''What is the mattei·, my boy?" asked Dick.
.
" Somebody's hat. I wan t to fi nd the owner . H e had ·a
" Take me down, sir ; I can' t stand it any longer."
hand in this affair. "
The boy was tied sO that his toes scarcely reached th e l T he boy wa s sen t home, and t hen Dick and the rest
ground, his arms being stretcl1ed to their utmost.
roue on.
Dick quickly cut the boy's bonds, and Will Freeman
Pretty soon they met old Burgess, the T ory, and his
son Bill, the latter a clumsy, half-grown lout, who was
.supported him.
" Who did this ?" asked Dick
t he ringleader of a lot of boys of his own class.
" Some men. T hey all ,had on masks, but they said I
;Burgess glared and looked black at Dick, but went on
·was a young r ebel, and they would kill me if I didn't say . without a word.
-<God save the king' for t hem."
Bill made some slighting r emark as he passed, when
"And you did not?"
Mar k reached out with his hand, gave the fellow a thump,
·" No, and I would mit."
and rolled him over in the dirt.
·" How long ago was thls?"'
Bill got up and began to howl, but Burgess went on, and
"Just now. I guess they must havt! heard you coming,
after awhile, seeing that no one gave him any sympathy,
·for they ran away all of a sudden."
Bill went on also.
"So, so, they are at their old tricks, are t hey ?" said Bob,
Later the youths came to a ramshackle house by the
furiously.
side
of the road, \rhere an ill-favored young man sat on a
"Hanging a few of the rascals would be a lesson to the
whittling a stick .
bench
'
. rest," said Mark.
He
had
one of his t humbs tied up with a big of r ag, and
Dick said nothing.
at
once
Dick
came to a conclusion.
H e was thinking how to prevent a repetition of such
young
man was known to be a Tory of the rankest
T
he
·acts as this.
and
most
outspoken
class.
It was of no use guessing at the perpetrators.
Dick rode up to him, dismounted, took the hat from his
They must be caught in the act and punish·ed to the
coat. and put it on the fellow's head.
•f ullest ext ent.
S ~1ddenly he saw something on the ground not far disIt fitted perfectly.
··tant.
"That is your hat," said Dick.
It was a r ound felt hat, such as were worn by the far" 1 uss, I lost it this mornin ; the wind blowed it off
-mers of the neighborhood.
when I was a-drivin' the cows ter paster. Wher e'd you
As he stooped to pick up the hat he saw something fi nd it?"
·else.
"1 found it under a tree where yo u and some other
~
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bullies had been tormenting a poor child. Now we are lesson. You can't reach "!:-'.1llies like that except through
going to give you a taste of the same sort of medicine. " their physical senses."
At this moment two or three men came running up,
attracted by the fellow's howls.
They were all Tories, and of the same stamp as the·
bully himself.
·
CH APTER XVI.
One of them was his father, in fact.
GlnNG LIKE FOH LIKE.
" Did you do this?" the man demanded of Dick.
"Yes, I gave him what he gave a boy of twelve just
The young fellow turned pale, sprang to his feet, and now. Ask him how he likes it."
"What business have you got to take the law into your
tried toJun into the house.
Dick tripped him up, and the rag flew off of his injured hands?" growled the man.
thumb.
"The right that every honest man has to punish a
bully.
If I see you beating your wife I will beat you. If
It was covered with fre sh blood.
you
are
caught tormenting a child, I will punish you, and.
" Take care of this lout," said Dick.
so
would
any right-feeling man. It is not only his right
Mark and another youth quickly seized him.
to
do
so,
but
it is his duty."
Then Dick picked up his hat.
"You
rebels
have got altogether too much ter say erbout>
" Do you see this mark?" he asked. "Put his thumb on
what's
right
an'--"
the brim, Will."
"Shet up, dad, and cut me down!" howled the bul~·
Will took the fellow's hand, and made a thumb print
ly.
on the hat with it.
The Tories went to his assistance, and took him·
The two marks were identical.
down.
"This hat is yours," said Dick. "You cut your thumb.
He had not suffered one-tenth as much as the boy had,.
:I'hen you forgot the blood on it, and took off your hat.
but
it had been a wholesome lesson to him.
You left it on the ground where you and the other bullies
"Now, see here," said Dick. · "You men don't fight,.
suddenly ran away."
but you destroy property, steal, and persecute the weak.
" I didn't have no thin' to do with it; I was on'y there,"
After· this, wh~never one of you is caug):lt doing an evil
said the fellow.
deed he will be punished in tbe same way that your son
He saw that the evidence was all against him, and was
was."
trying to crawl out of it.
The Tory glared, but said nothing.
"You are just as bad as the rest then, for you should
"We know a good many of you," continued Dick. ".Are
hare stopped it. Did you save that rope, Bob?"
not you the man I shot in the shoulder the other day at
"Yes."
--"
"Bring it here."
"I hain't got no time to talk to no rebels," snarled the
"Don't hang me; I'll tell yer all about it!" whined th e man, as he went into the house.
convicted bully.
".And you were at Thatcher's the other night," said
" Tie him up against the house just as he helped to tic Will to another. "That's where you got that bullet in the
that poor boy," said Dick.
leg. Makes you limp, don't it?"
There was a projecting beam about eight feet from th e
"Dunno what yer er-torkin' erbout," growled the many
ground.
hurrying away.
.
The rope was thrown over this, and then the bully was
Then Dick and his little party rode off.
tied up by his arms, with his toes just touching the
"That's the way to fix 'em," said Bob. "Serve "em just
ground.
the same as they serve others, and they'll very quickly
Fellows like you have to be treated like this to make you stop it."
understand," said Dick.
"That is what I in tend to do, B.ob', " was Dick's reply,
'rhe fellow howled and begged to be let clown.
''and I want that you all shall do the same.''
"I don't believe in torture," said Dirk, "but a dose of
" T hese st ay-at-home, stab-in-the-dark fighters have got
the same medicine you give others will cure you."
!·o be tau7ht a severe les~on," 8aid Bob, "and I will do it
"Kindness or a moral lecture woul d be wasted on such eyery t im e I catch them at these tricks."
fellows," said Will.
. \s thr:v rocle on the youths pretty soon heard the sound
" What they want is a good whipping," saicl 1\fark -:\Ior- 0f lnud lnnQ"htrr ~omrll"hcre ahrad of them.
rison.
'l 'h0~' rode q11ickly fonrard. and as they rounded a bend
"Now." said Dick, "you can han g there till you know in the roacl SOli" a number of men surrounding a mere
how it feel>', ancl I don't think you will want to trv it on youth, whom they were tormenting in some manner or another.
anvone else."
As th ey came np they saw that tile men were sousing
~'It won't kill him ," saicl Bob, "bnt it will teach him a
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'their victim in a horse-trough, and every time he came
up, sputtering and gasping, they would laugh boisterously.
So intent were they upon their cruel sport that they
did not observe the patriot youths until they were upon
them.
Dick sprang from his horse, quickly followed by the
rest.
Then the men were seized.
" I know you fellows," said Dick. "You are Tories,
every one of you.'?
The men tried to escape, but Dick gave a shrill whistle.
In a few moments Ben, Sam, Arthur, and two others
came dashing up.
"What is it, Dick?" asked Ben.
"Do you know this boy?"
"Yes, he is Dan Walling. His father is in the patriot
army."
"'rhese bullies 'rere abusing him. We are giving the
Tories like for like these dayc.n
"What were they doing?"
"The horse-trougla. is not big enough for all of them.
Take them to the river."
There was a small stream not far distant, as Dick
knew.
!
Thither the Tories were taken, despite their cries and
struggles.
"Throw them in, clothes and all!" cried Dick.
' The order ·wa.s quickly obeyed.
Into the cold stream went the Tories, without further
rparley.
There was no ceremony used, either, th~ men being
simply thrown in.
"I can't swim!" yelled one as he came up.
uThen walk," laughed Ben Spurlock, who was a jolly
fell<;>w. "It is not deep."
The Tories had no desire to swim in cold water with
their clothes on.
They quickly made their way to shore, therefore.
As fast as one came out he was seized and thrown in
'
again.
"What is sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander,"
la ughed Ben.
The men now tried to evade the Liberty Boys.
-Then Dick threatened to shoot if they did not. come out
at a certain point.
After that they obeyed, and were thrown in half a dozen
times apiece.
Then, chilled to the bone, b1ue with the cold, and shivering in their soggy garments, Dick allowed them to come
out.
"There!" he said. "It was not so funny, after all, was
it? Now go home and behave yourselveR. They say like
cures like, so yeu ought to be well cured."
Then he left the shivering Tories to get home the best
way they could, and rode off with his party.
·

CHAPTER XVII.
PUNISHING THE TORIES.

The practice of giving like for like to the Tories was
not one that they at all relished.
They saw that the Liberty Boys were determined, and
they took the les&on to heart.
Warnings would have no effect unless followed up, and
Dick's warnings had' been followed up.
A bully does not like to be bullied, and when these fellows received the same treatment that they gave to others,
it had a most salutary effect.
They realized that they would be served just as they
served others, and if it did not stop them it at least made
them cautious.
"That's the kind of revenge to take upon them," said
Bob. "Give them just what they give others, and they
will understand that we are in earnest."
"I think that the most of them do understand it," replied Dick, dryly.
"Then if you catch one of the Tpries burning another
man's barn--"
"I will burn his," in a tone that left no room fo1:
doubt.
"Well, it's drastic treatment, but I'll stand l>Y you in
it, and so will every one of the Liberty Boys."
"It is the only treatment that will bring these sneaks
and cowards to their senses," firmly.
"I believe you."
"They sneer and they jibe, but they won't fight. They
go ten to one, and abuse weak, defenceless people; they
steal and they burn barns under cover of the night; they
go masked, and they run when they are caught. You've
got to use extreme measures with them."
"I never said I would not," laughed Bob. "I always
go in for extremes, while you generally have to hold me
back."
· Dick was obliged to smile, for he well knew Bob's fiery,
impetuous nature.
"I won't hold you back now, Bob," he said. "We have
starten in punishing the Tories, and we must keep it up
till · they have their lesson thoroughly well learned."
There was not one of the youths who did not agree with
him.
That night the neighborhood was patroled as before by
the Liberty Boys.
There might be some who had not yet learned the lesson, and Dick was determined that they all should do
so.
Taking Bob, Mark, Will, Ben, Harry, Phil, and half a
dozen more of the youths, Dick set out after dark to scour _
the neighborhood.
Another party of twenty, with strict orders to visit reprisals upon all, caugh~ in the act of persecuting their ~
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patriot neighbors, set out in an entirely opposite direc- 1 The hurniug- ~tuU w~s thrown on the ground, but it
tion.
blazed funously, .md hghted up t he group of Liberty
Dick proceeded quietly, and on foot, every one of h is &y!~.
party being thoroughly armed 'and on the al~rt for t he
"You kno\r me, Bnf'k Benson," said Dick, " and you
'I oriee.
. know that I always ket>p my word."
They did not go in a body, but went in twos an d threes,
The man S<1id nothing.
"Yon know that I have :-;aid that we will treat )'(JU
and far enough apart so that the word could be quickly
. passed along the line.
fellows the same as we caught you t reating others, don't
They kept in th e shadows, and made as little noise as you?"
possible, not even indulging in conversation.
"What are you going to do? " asked the man, in su dden
They had been out for some time when Dick, who alarm.
'''as in t he lead with Will, suddenly stopped.
"You will see. You arc the ringleader in this affair,
Then he imitated the sound of a cricket.
and we will deal with yon first. Fetch th em along:,
It was taken up by Bop, and then by !lark and Ben boys."
in turn.
The whole party was preseJJt, and t hey C(llickly hu rried
Dick touched Will on the arm, and t hen dropped t o the the three men down the lane.
ground.
Dick knew where Benson lived, an d he led t he way t here
Will obeyed in an instant, and crept along the fence at a rapid pace.
afte1 Dick.
Reaching the pl,ace, he led t he way to the barn.
'l'here were men approaching, t alking in very low
"Now, then, you were going t o. burn Mr: Murray's barn.
tonee.
H e is a staunch patriot, and a good man, while you are
Dick had heard them, an d suspected them of having a sneak and a coward, and you also bear a bad reputation. "
evil intentions.
T here was a lane not far from where Dick had stop"You rebels will catch it for this," growled Tory Benson.
ped.
Th~ house it belonged to was on a. crossroad, the barn
"Never mind that. H ere we are. Now set fi re to you:r
own barn."
being back of it.
, " There's no one up," said one of the men.
"I won't!" savagely.
"No, t hey ain 't keeping as good a watch as they thought
"Then we will do it for you. Get your matches reaoy,
boys."
t hey was going to."
''That's where Murray lives, ain't it?"
" You will r uin me !" t he Tory whined. "All my. fine ·
;
"Yes, and h e's a rank rebel."
horses are in t here. I wouldn't take t wenty pounds apiece
" Well, we'll burn him out and get even on t he Liberty for my cows, and they are there, too. I shall be minBoys. They ain't quite as smart as they ~hink t hey ed."
are."
"Did you think about 1>I nrray? He has no valuable
" You've got everything handy, Benson?"
cows and horses, but he would ~eel the loss much more
"Sh ! I thought I heard something."
~ an you would. Set it on fire, boys!"
"No, Benson, it's only a cricket."
T he youths sprang to obey the order.
" Shut up calling my name, Jim Woolston.n
· They took· out the horses and cows, and got torches
"You shut up calling min e."
rea lly i o apply them at the word.
Dick knew both these men.
T (w n Benson's \rife, hr;uing: th r confusion, came out t o
They were well-to-do T ories, and belonged to t he same see what it meant.
class as Thompson Mills.
'' \Yhai are yon going to do?'' she asl; ed anxiously of
·
There was another m:m in the part:v, ·bnt he had not said Dick.
ver:y mnch.
"Srrl'c a sneak the wa~· he ~\'Ould sen ·e an hon ed manThe men turn ed into the lane, and went on rapid- burn his ba rn to the ground."
) )" .
\
"Were :you going to cl o t hat, Bu ckin gham?" t he woman
-..\Vh en they reached the rear of t he ba111 t he:v ripped asked.
off three or four boards, an d prodn ced ma tcheF and a lot of
" Murray i;; a rel;f>l ;mel nn ;;rht to be bmned out," replied
Ben;;;on.
infiammn ble stuff.
This t hey lighted, and Dick and Will. not ten frr t away,
" .\nd you arc a <:0 11·an1. Cnpt;1in Slater, you are right,
saw their fa ce ~ most di~tinctly.
but I heg that yo11 \Yill not caJTy out your threat. The
Dick suddenly whistled and sprang np.
barn ;m d <'YPrything i.n it belong to me. :My husband
, I n an instant ~e~eral dark form ;:: sprang t1 p rn;cl for- does not own a p en n~r's worth in that, or the house, eith-er. "
'
ward.
"Stop . boy ~ !" 3flio Dick. " 'Ve will take this fellow to
T he Tori e~ were seizrd hd ore thry wer r tHI'are thnt
anyon e was about.
jail in s t~ad . "
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·CHAPTER XVIII.
OLD lVIILLS GETS HIS DESERTS.

/

The Tory went away gro,rling~ but that afternoon the
boy was waylaid by four or five men in the 'rory's employ.
It chanced that another boy; saw them taking him
away.
He hastened at once to the camp of the Liberty Boys
and told Dick all about it.
Dick at once took a dozen of the Liberty Boys and rode .
to the Tory's place.
The gates were all locked and barred, and Dick was refused admission at the door.
"Come, boys," he said. "We are going to get in, anyhow."
Then they scaled the fence, getting up by each other's
shoulders.
Then they opened the gate and let in the rest of the
boys.
)
They had arrived none too soon, as they quickly learned .
They found the boy tied to the fence and Mills and
others beating him with sticks.
They rushed forward in a body.
"Like for like, Mills!" they cried.
The Tory knew what they meant, and he tried to es-

The Tory's wife spoke the truth, as she quickly proveu
' by showing her deeds.
bick would not take revenge upon her, and the torcheo
were extinguished and. the animals taken back into the
barn.
The three men 11·ere tal<en away and lodged in jail on
complaint of Dick, Bob, Will. and othero, who had seen
t hem about to fi1;e the barn.
There were no more barn burnings after that as long
as the Liberty Boys remained in the immediate neighbor'hood.
Tlie Tories were thoroughly frightened now, and realized that they had gone as far as it was safe for them to
.·go.
Henson and the others were sent to jail for two years
fo r conspiring to burn Murray's barn.
Mrs. Benson thanked Dick and the Liberty Boys for
i heir efforts in behalf of law and order, an,d conclud-e d:
"I am a rbyalist, but I do not sanction any such acts cape.
as my husband and his cronies have been convicted of.
They quickly surrounded and disarmed him and the
War is one thing, and deliberate persecution is anoth· men. .
-el'."
J They tied them up as the boy had been tied by tM
·
a·
d
d
t
.
.
'll
J oe M1 s 1sappeare an was no seen agam rn a rascals.
b
Then they gave them a sound beating, the oy giving
long time, but his father was as rabid, i£ not more so, as
the first blow.
·ever.
"Now it's your turn, Mills," said Dick to the vindictive
He talked openly regardin g what he would do to the
Tory.
rebels, and defied anyone to stop him.
"I am an old man, and it will kill me," whined the
As long as he simply talked Dick did not say anyvillain.
thing.
"You are an old liar, and have a good constitution,"
When he got to doing things it would be time enough to said Bob.
act.
" Tie hi~ up," said Dick.
It was not long before he did.
The Tory begged and whined, and then he threatenHe got hold of a boy of about Will Freeman's age who ed.
had insulted him, so he said.
He was tied up to a post and stripped clear to the
The boy had simply fired up when Thompson Mills was waist.
-a busing the patriots.
Then the men he had hired to waylay Will Freeman
"You are a sneak and a coward, and afraid to fight," and the other youth were made to give him a sound beatthe boy said. "You are a traitor, too, for you make your ing.
,
living here, and then abuse the people."
"I would not touch you on any account," said Dick,
"Don't you dare to talk t"o me like .that ," stormed thr "nor ask any decent boy to do so."
Tory.
The men had no scruples of that sort.
"I will talk io you, and I'll tell YOU just what I think
They laid on the lashes with a will.
You'rr a mcak ilnCI a c-oward und a bully. You've been
Mills howled and yelled and threatened, but all to no
stirring up men to Clo a11 , ort ~ of 11·icked thiugs, but you've purpose.
The Liberty Boys kept them at the work till they were
taken pretty goon cart> not tn l>r eangh.t dning them your·self. "
tired.
"That's enQugh," said Dick at length. "I think he
"If you don't look out rll--"
"You won't dare touch me," answ.ered the boy. "You 1 knows how it feels."
-are afraid of the Liberty Boys."
Then Dick and .the ~iberty Boys rode away.

-.
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men decamped in haste, not daring to remain
with Thompson !fills after what .had happened.
They left him tied up just as he was, and made all haste
to le:rve the neigh bOT hood.
His younger son found him some time after and released
"him.
He threatened to take vengeance in many ways upon the
Liberty Boys, but did nothing.
The men -who had toadied to him heard of the story
of his punishment.

' 21"

A shrewd-looking :foreigner came :forward.
"Do ·you buy laces?" asked t he pretended middle-aged;
person.
I
·' Y esh, eef dey are goot. V e don't seel any · sheep·
laces."
" \Yould you buy some like this?" and Dick put a small
piece of about a yard on the counter.
The man opened his eyes in. amaz~ment.
The laee was really very .fine Ml.d old, and of the best
texture.

After that they had neither fear nor respect left :for
Being buried so long had nut seemed to injure the ·
him.
.fabric.
They jeered at him, they laughed at him openly, and
"Vhere yau get >d1s?" he asked.
two or three w-ent so far 1M; to strike him in a pulolic
"It has been in the family a great many years."
place.
" Ha, I should shuy so. D0t lilil>ee is a hundret year'
He closed up his h:ouse, and went away, never return- ~ld ."
ing to the neighborhood.
1
Later the place . was sold and cut up into smaHer

lots.
The Tory did not realize much :from the sale, however,
as his agent swindled him and decamped with the
money.
' The revenge of the Liberty Boys had fallen upon hhn,
and it was a warning to others.
With many in jail, others in hiding, and many still
smarting under the just . punishment they had received,
,. the Tories gave the place no trouble after old Mills had
gone.
"We liave kept our word," said Dick, "and if any of
these scoundrels doubts that we will continue to keep it,
let him try it if he thinks b~st. "
Dick had already given the general-in-chief the money
found in the buried chest, and he now determined to go
to New York, disi?ose of tP.e lace, and learn what he could
of the movements of the enemy.
He acco:ndingly set out one morning early, reached ~he
city without detection, and at once began to look for a
dealer in laces and to pick up valuable information.

"Yes, it must be."
"Ish dis aJl you got?"
"'No, fhave more. It is .n ot all so fine as this."
Then Dick displayed :more of the 1aee.
"Real Spanish?" asked the dealer. "Ve do not buy de·
-: heep lace nor de imimti011s."
"Yes, it is real Spani:sh. It was in an old Dutch family:
for geii.le'rations·. "
"How moche you want?"
"What wm you .give ?"
"Ah, I dot sh:eel, I buysh. Vat you want?"
"A hundred pounds for the lot."
"Ah, ym.1 tink I am reesh mans? De lace ·is not worth·
so moche."
"There are yards of i.t.

Some of it is not cut.

The

grand ladies will buy it."
"Vhy you shell?" asked the dealer, suspiciously.
"Ah, there is no one in the family to wear old laces,.
and th-e w:ar makes us do many things."
"You want de monish?"
"Yes, but I want a fair amount for the goods."
"I gifes you twenty poundsh."
Dick began to roll up the lace.
"Vell, I gifes you ten poundsh for dis piece.

CHAPTER XIX.

I not·

wants de oders. I could not shell it."
"No, I want to sell it all."
Dick was in the disguise of a respectable, middle-aged
"I gifes you forty, but I robsh myself."
man of moderate means .
Dick knew that the -price he had named was mu ch 1mder
. There was nothing very striking in his appearance, and the actua.l value of the lace, b11t he was satisfied to take
as he walked along the street he attracted ver.._y little at- it.
tention.
"No, I can11ot sell it for that. You cAn rralize much'
' Entering a shop where they sold silks, laces, and such rnme than that, I know."
finery, he ~ske_d to see th_e proprietor.
"It iflh very hold."
LEAVING WESTCHESTER.
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In the neighborhood of the British headquarters he
"So much the better."
saw that there was .a great deal of bustle, and suspected
"And it ees dirty."
that important matters were being discussed.
"Only discolored."
At }'raunce's 'l'avcrn he encountered a great many
"And it ees torn."
"No, it is in fine condition, but if you do not want it British officers, and heard one, pretty well in his cups, say
to another:
"
" [ gifes you fifty."
"Well, me boy, the next move that Sir William makes
"No. not a penny less than a. hundred. It is worth five. will be against Fort Lee, and then om.' Mr. Washington
Think of the grand ladies, the countesses, and duchesses will be ousted, and I know it's going to happen pretty
who would give you your own price.''
soon.''
"Ah, you shall shell to dem yourshelf eef you are so
"You seem to be in Sir William's confidence, Sir Rodshertain of eet."
erick."
''No, I do not meet them. but you are in the busi"I am, me boy, and what I tell you--"
ness."
His companions quickly hushed off the garrulous knight,
"Ah, but de war makesh de peoplesh poor; dey not and Dick shortly left the tavern.
He left the city the next morning, passed the lines
want laces. I gifes you eighty poundsh, and dat ees my
\rith some difficulty, having to bribe two or three sentrie8,
lash.t figure."
and then he mad~ his way with all haste back to• the
"No, I want a hundred. "
I
"Shplit de deef'rensh and shay ninety. As I am an hon- camp.
est man I makesh myself poor to gife you dat," bargained
He gave the money he had obtained for t11e laces to
the fellow.
Lucy, who wished to give it to the general, but he pre"No; I said a hundred pounds, and I won't take less. I vailed upon her to keep it for her own use.
Washington was speedily informed of what he had
know the value of these things. I would not sell at all,
only there is no one to wear the lace, and I had rather learned, and it was not long afterward that it proved to be
correct.
dispose of it."
"r gifes you ninety now and de resht to-morrow. I hafe Fort Lee was abandon'ed, and the army went into the
not so moche monish as a hundert poundsh in mine shop Jerseys, where Dick and the Liberty Boys joined the
now."
general-in-chief to_ward the end of the month.
"Well, I'll'come to-morrow if I do not find a dealer who
Stirring times were coming for the Liberty Boys, bnt
will give me the price.''
t l1ey were eager for them, and anxious to do more service
The dealer !mew that he was paying less than a quar- fo r their country.
ter of what he could sell the lace for, even at a very low
Xeither Dick nor Bob nor any of them regarded the
war
as over yet, notwithstanding their reverses. All were
price.
anxious to be doing something. and had the brightest
"You take ninety-fife?"
"No. a hundred," and Dick began to pack the lace up hopes for the future.
again.
THE END.
"Ah, it ish robbery, but I hatesh to shee dot lace go
to ~ rnansh vat don't abbreciate it, and I hafe some
Read "THE LIBERTY BOYS AT DUNDERBURG;
pities. Let me gife you a case of wine to make de deef- OR. THE FALL OF THE HIGHLAND FORTS," which
rensh."
will be the next number (299) of "The Liberty Boys
"No; I want the money.''
of '76."
At last the man counted out the price in gold, silver ,
and copper, managing to give a florin or so less than the
full amount.
SPECIAL NOTICE: All back nu_mbers of this weekly
Dick said nothing, however, but put the coin in a stout are always in print. If you cannot obtain them from an~
teather wallet and left the shop.
newsdealer, send the !price in money or postage stamps by
He took care to see that he was not followed, and went mail to FRANK TOUSEY, PUBLISHER, 24 UNION
to a tavern whose respectability was unquestioned. and SQUARE, NEW YORK, and you fill receive the copie9
hired a room for th e night.
you order by return mail.
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full exp"lanation of their meaning. Also explaining phrenology, card tricks, containing full instruction on all the leading card tricks
l!l!lld the key for telling character by the bumps on the head, B1· of the d~y, also ~~e most popular magical illusions as perfoPIIled l,>y
&eo Hugo Koch, A. C. S. Fully illustrated.
oux: lea~mg ID'agJCJans; every b,oy should·obtain a copy of this bpok,
HYPNOTIS M.
aa 1t Will both amuse and instruct.
No. 83. HOW-TO HYPNOTIZE.-Containing valuable and inNo: 22· HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.-Hellel"·~ second s:i,ght
O'JI:ructive information regarding the· science of hypnotism. Alao explamed b~ his former assistant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining h,ow
~:rplaining the most apprQyed methods which are employed by the the secret dialogues were carried on between the mt~-gici!Ul and th&
'-ding hypnotists of the world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A.C.S.
?<>Y on the stage; also giving all the codes and signal~ The on}'y
authentic explanation of second sight.
S PORTIN G.
No. 43. HOW TO BECOME A MAGICIAN.-Containing the
No. 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-The most complete gran~est assortment of magical , illusions ever placed before llhe
lilunting and fishing guide ever published. It contains full in- public. Also tricks with cards. incantations, etc.
'
!Nructions about gllns, ·b unting dogs, traps, trapping and fishin(,
No. 68. HOW TO DO . CHEMICAL 'l'RICKS.--Containing over
~ther with descriptions of game and fish.
·
one hundred highly amusing and instructive tricks with c!Jemicals..
lW. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.-Fully By A. Anderson. Hand.somely illustrated.
.
•Illustrated. Every boy should know ·h ow to row and sai~ a boat.
No. 69. HOW TO DO ·SLEIGHT OF HAND.-Containing over
ll'ull instructions are given in this little book, together with in- ~fty of the latest and best tricks used by magicians. Also contain<
etructions on swimming and riding, companion sports to boating.
mg the ·secret of second sight. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
M~KE MAGIC TO~S.-Containing fuB
No. 47. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE ::AND DRIVE A HORSE.- . No.. 70. HOW
a complete treatise on the horse. Desr.ribing the most useful horses directiOns for makmg Mag1c Toys and devices 'of many kinds By
~r business, the best horses for the road; also valuable recipes for A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.
'
tm.aeeses pecaliar to the horse.
No. 73. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH NUMBERS.-Showing
~o. 48. HOW '1.' 0 BUILD AND SAIL CANOES.-A handy many curious tri cks with figures and the magic of numbers. By A,,
~ for boys, containing full directions for constructing canoes And.erson. Fully illustrated.
cand the most popular manner of sailin~ them. Fully illustrated.
.No. 7_5. HO\Y TO ~ECOME A CONJUROR.- Containin{
)By 0. Stansfield Hicks.
tr1cks w1th Dommos, D1ce, Cups and Balls, Hats, etc. Embraci~
thirty-six illustrations. By A. Anderson.
FORTUNE TELLING.
No. 78. ~QW TO DO THE _BLACK ART.-C()ntaining a com·
No. 1. NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM AND DREAM BOOK.- plete descr1pt10n of the mystenes of Magic and Sleight of Hand
®ontaining the great oracle of human destiny ; also the true mean- together with many wonderful experiments. By A. Anderson·
ing of almost any kind of dreams, together with charms, ceremonies, Illustrated.
~N~d curious games of cards. A complete book.
MECH AN ICA
N(). 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.-Everybody dreams,
L. ·
l!r()m the little child to the aged man and woman. This little l:!_qgk
N(). 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.-Every boy
~rives the explanation to all kinds of dreams, together with lucky shoul~ ~now how inv~ntions o_riginated. This book explains them
tjnd unlucky Jays, apd "Napoleon's Oraculum," the book of fate.
all, gJVJ~g example~ 1n electriCity, hydraulics, magnetism, optics,
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-Everyone is desirous of pneumatics, mechamcs, etc. The most instructive book published.
!l:n()wing what his futme life will bring forth, whether happiness or . No.5~. HOW TO BECOM~ AN ENGINEER-Containing fu l!
l!llisery, wealth or poverty. You can tell by a glance at this little mstructJons how to proceed JD order to become a locomotive en<
book. Buy one and be convinced. Tell your own fortune. Tell gi!leer; also dirt:cti.ons for buildi.ng a model locomotive; togethE;r
flhe fortune of your friends.
w1th a full descr1pt10n of everythmg an engineer should know.
No. 57. HOW TO MAKE MUS~CAL INS'l'R UMENTS.-Full
No. 76. HOW TO '.rELL F-ORTUNES BY THE HAND..Dontaining rules for telling fortunes by the aid of lines of the hand, directions how to mak~ a B31njo, VioEn, Zither, 1Eolian Harp, Xy!Oo
<11r the secret of palmistry. Also the secret of telling future events phone and other musical mstruments; together with a brief del])y aid of moles, marks, scars, etc. Illustrated. BI A. Anderson. ;scription .ot nearly every .musical instrument used in ancient or
modern times. Profusely ;llustrated. By Algernon S. Fitzgerald
for twenty years bandmaster of the Royal Bengal Marines.
'
ATHLETIC.
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.-Giving full inNo. 59. HOW TO MAKE A MAGIC LANTERN.-Contain in~
atruction for the use of dumb bells, Indian clubs, parallel bars, a description of the lantern, together with its history and invention
hrizontal bars and various other methods of developing a good, Also full directions for Its use and for painting slides. Handsomely
!lealthy mt~scle; containing over sixty illustrations. Every boy can illustrated. By John Allen.
!become strong anJ healthy by following the instructions contained
No. 71. HOW TO DO MECHANICAL TRICKS.-Containint
111m this little book.
complete instructibns for performing over sixty Mechanical Trickfl
No. 10. HOW TO BOX. -The art of self-defense made easy. By A. Anderson, Fully illustrated.
~ntaining over thirty illustrations of guards, blows; and the dilferLETTER WRITI~'G.
ent positions of a good boxer. Every boy should obtain one of
,. .
{these tfseful and instructive books, as it will teach you how to box
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.-A most complete little book, containing full directions for writing love-letters,.
:i!fithout an instructor.
No 25. HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST.-Containing rull and when to use them, givip.g specimen letters for young and old
!ll!1atrvctions for all kinds of gymnastic sports and athletic exercises.
No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LETTJDRS TO LADIES.-Givin~:
t'l.lmbt.lcing thirty-five illustrations. By Professor W. Macdonald. complete instructions for writing letters to ladies on all subjects ;
£ bancty and useful book.
also letters of introduction, notes and requests.
No. 34. HOW •.ro FENCE.-Containing full Instruction for
No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO GENTLEMEN.f<&ncing and the use of the broadsword; also instruction in archery. Containing full directions for writing to gentlemen on all subjects "
•
!Described with twenty-one practical illuiitrations, giving the h~st also giving sample letters for instruction.
£tlli8itions in fencing. A complete book.
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE LE'ITERS.-A wonderful little
·
book, telling you how to write to you11 sweetheart, your father,
e TRICKS WITH CARDS.
mother, sister, brother, employer; and, in fact, everybody and any,
No. 51. HOW TO DO TRIC'KS WITH CARDS.-Containing body you wish to write to. Every young man and every youn&
~lanations of the general prjnciples ()£ sleight-of-hand applicable lady in the land s'hould have this book.
~card tricks ; of card tricks with ordinary cards, and not requiring
No. 74. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS CORRECTLY.--Con·
sEe!ght-of-hand; .o f tricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of j taining full instructions for writing letters on almost any subject '
£Plall;y Jilrepar!!d cards. By Professor Haffner. Illustrated,
also rules for uunctuation and composition, with specimen JetterL
111
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THE STAGE.

N(). 41. 'l'HE HOYS Ol!, NEW YORK END MEN'S JOKE
BOO.If.- Co nta ining a great variety of the latest jokes used by the
.most tamous end men. No amateur minstrels is complete without
t his wonderful little book.
No .. 4?. THE ~OYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKER.Conta1?1ng a vaned asso,rt~ent of ~tump speeches, Negro, Dutch
~and Insh. Also end mens JOkes. Just the thing for home amusei!Jlent and amateur shows.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
AND JOKl!l B<?OK.:-Something new a_nd very instructive. E very
oy should obtam th1s book, as 1t contams full instructions for or~anizing an amateur minstrel troupe.
No. 65. i\1 ULDOON'S JOKES.-This is one of the most original
toke books ever published, and it is brimful of wit and humor. It
ontains a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums etc. of
Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist, and practical' joke~ of
the day. l!lvery boy who can enjoy a good substantial jok& should
btain a copy immedi a tely.
No. 79. HOW TO BECOi\IE AN ACTOR.-Containing com· plete ins tructions how to make up for V!Jriou~ characters on the
'lltage ; together wi th the duties of the Stage l\lanager. Prompter
cen ic Art ist and Property Man. By a prominent Stage Manager:
No 80. GU S WILLIAMS' JOKEJ BOOK.-Containing the !at·est jokes, anepdotes nnd funn y stories of this world-renowned and
ever popula-r Uerman comedian. Sixty-four pages; h::lr~ome
.olored cover containing a half-tone photo of the author.

No: 31. HQW T9.BECOM~ A SPEAKER.-Containing foul'"
teen illustrations, g1vmg the d1fferent positions requisite to becom"
a good speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems frolll
a.ll the popular !luthors of prose and poetry, arranged in the mota!
s1mplt! and conc1se manner possible.
No. 49. _HOW TO DEJBA'£E.-Giving rules for conducting Q'eo
bates, outlines for. de~ates, qu.estions for discussion, and the heal\~
sources for procurmg mformat10n on the questions given.

SOCIETY.

.

No. 3. ~OW TO ~L~RT.-'.rhe arts. and wiles or flirtation an~
fully exp)~med by th1s little book. Bes1des the various methods of
ha.r:.dkerch1ef,. fan, glove, parasol, window and hat flirtation, it contams a .fHll list of the language and ·sentiment of flowers, which ill
m.terestmg to everybody, both old and young. Ynu cannot be happ.J
Without one.
)
. l'fo. 4. H.OW .TO DANCE is the title of a new and handso~
l~ttJe .book Just 1ssued by Frank Tousey. It contains full instruot10ns m the art of danci.ng, ~tiquette in ~he ball-room and at partie..
bow to dress, and full d1rect10ns for callmg off in all popular squiNt)
dances.
No. !?· HOW T<;> MA~<:~ LOVE.- A complete guide tc:> .love.
courtship nnd ma~nage, g1vmg sensible advice, rules and etiquette~
to be observed, With many curious and interesting things not ge~&o
erally known.
No. 17. f!:OW TO DR~SS.-Contaiuing full instruction In th~
art o~ dressmg and appea~mg well at home and abroad, giving tlMJ
selectwns of colors, matenal. and how to have them made up.
~o. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.-One of tbcl
HOUSEK E EPIN G.
brightest and_ most valuable little books ever given to the world.
No. HI. HOW TO K)!JEP A WINDOW GARDEN.-Conlatning Everybody Wishes to know how to become beautiful both male a n4
t ull instru ctions fot· constructing a window garden either in town female. Th~ secret is simple, and alm?st costless. 'Read this bool!;
or country, and the mos,t approved methods for raising beautiful and be convmced how to become beaut1ful.
flowet·s at home. 'rhe most complete book of the kind ever published.
.
B I RDS A N D ANIMALS ~
No. 30. HOW '1'0 COOK.-One of the most instructive books
No .. ~· HOW. TO K~EP BIRDS.-Handsomely illustrated ani
~n cooking ever published. It . contains. recipes for cooking meats,
contammg
full
mstruct10ns
for the management and training of the
fish, game, and oysters; also pies, puddmgs, cakes and all kinds of canary, mockingbird, bobolink,
blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
pastry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE POGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS ANDl
ooks.
useful and instructive book. Handsomely illu•
No. 37. HOW TO ~EIDP HOUSE.-It contains information for RABBITS.-A
trated. By Ira Drofraw.
everybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will teach you how to
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.-I ncludin g hlnto
make almost anything around the hohse, such as parlor ornaments on how to catch moles, weasels, otter, rat;,<g, squirrels and bird1o ·
br~ckets, cements, Aeolian harps; and bird lime for catching bir ds.' Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harringt0111
Keene.
ELECTRtC AL.
No. 50. HOW '1'0 STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.-.£.
No. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-A de- .valuable
.book, giving instructions in collecting, preparing mountfnl
ttcription of the wonderful uses of electdcity and electro magnetism· and preserving birds, animals and insects.
'
~ogether with full instructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries'
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.-Giving com$tc. By George Trebel, A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty il~ plet~ informa~ion as to the in.anner an.d method of raising, keepln&,
Rustrations.
tammg, breedmg, and managmg all kmds of pets ; a lso giving fuR
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Con- instructions for making cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eigba
b'a!ning full <lirections for making electrical machines, induction illustrations, making it the most complete book of the kind evetl'
<001ls, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity. published.
By R . A. R. B9nnet t. Fully illustrated.
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
MISCELLA NEOU S.
na rge collection of instructive anct highly amusing electrical tricks
No. 8 . HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.-A useful an~ U!P
~Og\!ther with illustrp.tions. By A. Anderson.
·
' structive book, giving a complete treatise on chemistry· also eJ:<
- TE RTA I N M E NT .
periments in acoustics, mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, and di·
rections fot· making firewr•rks, colored fires, and gas balloons. Thif
EN
o. 9. HOW TO BEQOME A VENTRI~OQl!IS'!'.-BY Harry book cannot be equaled.
il:ennedy. The secret given away. Every ·mtell!gent boy reading
No. 14. HOW TO 1\:IAKE CANDY.- A complete hand-book fcs;
itlllli book of instructions. by a practical professor (delighting multi- making all kinds of candy. ice-creall!.._syrup~essences. etc~ etc.
eudes every night with. his wonderful imitations), can master the
No. 84. UOW TO BECOME AN AUT1:10R.-Containing fu.ll
<t.rt, and create any amount of fun for himself and friends . .It is ,the information regarding choice of subjects, the use of words and the~
(freatest book ever J2ublished, and there's millions (of fun) in it.
manner of preparing and submitting manuscript. Also containinc
No. 120. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A valuable information as to the neatness, legibility and general comwery valuable little boo.k just published. A complete compendium position of manuscript, essential to a successful author. By Prin~
<t»f games, sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable ·.Hiland.
.
iror parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the · No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.-A woao
derful book, containing useful and practical information in U.
money than any book published.
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete and useful little treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments common. to evel'f'
~ok, containing the rules and r~gulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general coJDo>
!backgammon , croquet. dominoes, etc.
plaints.
,
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.-Containing all
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COI NS.-COillo>
~he leading conundrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable information regardinr; the collecting and arrangiDII
%Dd witty sayings.
.
of stamps and coins. Handsomely illustrated.
No" 52. HOW '1'0 PLAY CARDS.-A complete and handy little
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIVE.-By Old King Brad:Ji,
l!ilook, giving the rules and full directions for playing Euchre, Crib- the world-known detective. In which he lays down some valuablil
'sage, Casino, Forty-Five, Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, and sensible rules for beginners, and also relates some a dventuree
uction Pitch. All Fours, and many other popular games of cards. and experiences of :well-known detectives.
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containing over three bunNo. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER.-Contai•
d!red interesting puzzles and conundrums,· with key to same" A ing useful information regarding the Camera and how to work it$
~mplete book" Fnlly illustrated. By A. Anderson.
also how to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and othew
Transparencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W . De W.
ETIQUETT E.
Abney.
•
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILITAR~
N'oo 18. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-It
~ s great life secret, and one that every young man desire's to know CADET.-Containing full explanations how to gain admittanct~,
course of Study, Examinations, Duties, Staff of Officers, Poe
>UII about. There's happiness in it.
No. 33. HOW TO BEHAVE.-Containing the rules and etiquette Guard, Police Regulations, Fire Department, and all a boy shouli
.t good society and the easiest and most approved methods of ap- know to be a Cadet. Compiled and written by Lu Senarens, autbolf
1!et~ ring te good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, ch urch, and of "How to Become a Naval Cadet."
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL CADET.-Complete JDo
~ the drawing-room.
structions of bow to gain admission to the Annapolis NaVIIII
DEC L A•M ·A TI ON.
Academy. Also containing .the course of instruction, descriptloal
o. 27. HOW TQ RECITE AND, BOOK OF RECI TATI ONS. of grounds and buildings, historical sketch, and everything a bov
Jontalning the most PQPUlar sele(!tions in use, comprising Dutch should know to become an officer in the United States NaVY. CoaiiIS\lect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and written by Lu Senarens, author of "How to B ecome
t ll many standard readi!lgs.
West Point Military Cadet."

e

PRICE 10 CENTS- EACH. OR 3 FOR 25 CENTS.
Address FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Squ~J,"e~ :New Y«P'C.
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Wa ll Street. By H. K. Sh acklefo rd.
428 T he Dead Sh ot Ra pgers ; or, T he Boy Cap tain of the Home Defender s. ( A Story of th e American Re volution .) By Uen · l. .l as.
A. Gordon .
429 Lost In t he Gr assy Sea; or, Three Years In t he Sa rgasso. By
Capt. T hos H . Wil son.
430 Tom Por ter 's Search ; or , The T reasure of t he Mountains. Ry
R icha rd R. Montgomer y.
431 Throug h Smoke a nd F la me; o r, The Ri val F ire men of Jn-ington
• By Ex-Fire-Chief Wa rden .
·
4.32 Exile No. 707 ; or, The Boys of the For gotte n Mine. (A Story or
Russia and Siberia. ) By All a n Arnold.
433 Steel Blade, The Hoy S cout of For t Ridge ly ; or, Th e Wa r 1'J·a il
of the Sioux. By An Old Scout.
4.34 From E ngineer to President ; or, Working Hi s Way Up. l:ly J us.
C. Merritt.
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THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76

A. Weekly Magazine containing Stories of the American Revolution~
By HARRY MOORE.
·. These stories are based on actual facts and give a faithful account of the exciting adventures of a brave ban•
of American youths who were always ready and willing to imperil their lives for the sake of helping along• the·
gallant cause of Independence. Every number will comist of 32 large pages of reading matter, bound in a beautiful colored cover.
265 The L iberty Boys' Terrible Trip; or, On Time In Spite of Everything.
266 '!!he Liberty Boys' Setback; or, Beset by Red coats, Redskins, and
Tories.
267 1.'he Liberty Boys and the Swed e; or, The Scandinavian Recruit.
2t58 The Libe rty Boys' ··nest Li cks'·; o r, Working H a rd to Win.
2 69 The Liber ty Boys at Rocky i\~ount : or, H e lptng Ge neral i:lumter.
270 The Liberty Boys and the Regulators; or, Hunning the Hoyalists
to Cover.
'
271 The Liber ty Boys afte r Fenton; or, The Tory Desperado.
272 Ths~ u~.i:~~~Wis.Boys and Captain l•'alls; or, The Battle of Ram27 3 The Liberty Boys at Brier Creek; or, Chasing the Enemy.
274 The Libe rty Boys and the Mysterious Frenchman; or, The Secret
Messenge r of King Louis.
•
275 Th e L tbe r ty Boy. a fter the '' Pine Robbers''; or, The Mon!llouth
Coun ty i\Iaraude rs.
276 The Liberty Boys and General Pickens; or, Chasti si ng the Cbe rokees.
277 The Libe rty Boys a t Blackstock's; or, The Battle of Tyger .ij.iver.
278 '1' 11£i ~~~~rty Boys a nd the "Busy Bees·•; or, Live ly Work all
279 Th e L tberty Boys aud Emily Geiger; or, After the Tory Scouts.
280 Th e Libe r t y Boys' 200-i\lile Retr eat; or, Chased from Catawba to
Vi~ginia.
·
281 Th e L ibe rty Boys· Sec t·et Orde rs ; or, Tile Treason of Lee . 1
282 The Liberty Boys and the H tddeu Avenger ; or, The Masked :.\Ian
· of Kipp's Bay.
·
•
2 8 3 Th e Libe rty Boys at Spring Hill: or, After Cluny the Traitor.
2 8 4 Th e Libe rty Boys and Hebecca l\fottes; or, Fight ing With l. Fire
Arrows.
285 1.' h e Libe r ty Boys' Ga ll ant Charge; or , The Bayonet Fight at
Old Tappan.
• •
2 86 Thpe .L itb. e rty Boys' Daring Raid ; or, H ot ~ im es at Verplanck 's

LATEST ISSUES:
228
229
230
231
232
2<!3
234
2<!5
236
·~:: 7

The Liberty
The Libe r ty
1.'he Llbet:ty
The Libe rty
Th e Libe rty
The Libe rty
Th e Libe r ty
Th e Libe t·ty
Th e Libe rty
Th e Libe rty
:.!Jil Th e Libe rty
Waruing.
~:lD The Libe rty
:!~ 0 Th e Libe rty
l'a ckage.
2~1 The Liberty

Boys' Best Act; or, The Capture of Carlisle.
Boys on t he Delawl'l'e; or, Doing Daring Deeds.
Boys· r · ng Hace ; or, BP cing the Redcoats Out.
Boys P :~ ived: or, Dlcl< ~ te r·s Doubl e.
Boys· ;oy Allies: or, Young, But Dangerous.
Boy• ; i tter Cup ; o t·, Beaten Back at Brandywine.
lloy r "' lli auce: or, Th e Heds Who Helped.
Boy s on t hP \\'a t·· L'a l h; or, After the Bnemy.
)l ays Afte r Cornwa ll ts: or, Worrying the Earl.
Boys and the L iberty Bell; or, How Th ~ y Saved
Boys and Lydia Dar r ah; or, A Wonderful Woman 8

lr

Uoys at P ertl.J Amboy ; or, Franklin.. s Tory Son.
Boys and the ''lUidget"; or, Good Goods in a Small
Boys at Frankfort; or, Routing the "Queen's Rang·

NS . ..

2~2 The Liberty Boys and General f ·a c"Y; or, Cornered at the "Crooked
2~3 'l'h~i }~f~e·;· ty Beys at the Fa r ewell Fete; or, F r igh tening the British
\Y itll L<' ire. -.
2H Tile Libet·ty Roys· Gloomy Time; or, Darkest Be fore Dawn.
:.!~5 The Libe r ty Doys qn the c-leuse Illve r ; or, Campaigning in North
Ca ro lina .
2-!6 Th e Liberty Boys an d Bened ict Arnold ; o r, Hot Work With a
Tmitot•.
247 Tile Libe rty Boys Excited ; or, Doing Whirlwind Work.
Fun In
2~8 'l'he Libe rty Boys' Odd Recruit ; or, The Boy Who Saw
Eve rything.
2-!!l The Libe rty Boys· Pair Ftiend; or, The Woman Who Helped.
250 The Libe rty Boys "Stumped " : o r, The Biggest Puzzl e of All.
251 The Liberty Boys in New York Bay; or , Ditli cult and Dangerous
W ork .
252 The Libe r ty Boys' Own Mark: or . Trouble for the. Tories.
253 The Liberty Boys at c-lewpo t't ; or. The Rh ode Island Ca mpaign.
254 Th e Lib<~·ty Boys a nd "Rhtck Joe": o 1·, The Neg ro Who He lped.
255 Th e Libe rty Boy s !J a rd at \Yo rk : ox, After the Maraude rs.
256 The Libe rty Boys and t he " SilirtJ'Ien•·; o r, H elp ing the Virginia
Uiftemen.
257 The Liberty Boys at F ort )lelson ; vr, Th e Elizabeth R ive r Campa lgn.
258 Til e Liberty Boys an d Cap t ain Betts: or. Tryin g to Down Tryon .
259 The Libe rty Boys at Bemis H e ights ; or, He lp ing to Beat Bu rgoync.
260 Th e Liber ty Boys and the "Little Rebels' ' ; or, The Boys Who
notb e t·ed th e British.
261 Th e Liberty Boys at New London ; or, The Fort Griswold Massucre.
262 Til e L ibe t·ty Boys and Thom~>.J J efferson;· or, How Th ey Saved t he
Gove1·no r.
263 1.' be L ibe r ty Boys Banished; or, Sent Away by General Howe.
2G-! Tl ~ L t be rty Boys . a.t the State Line ; o r, Desper a te Doings on the
Dan Hiver.

0

0 111

28 7 The Liberty Boys and Simon Kenton ; or, Fighting t he British
on the Oh io.
288 The Liber ty Boys Beaten : or. Fighting at '"Cock Hill " Fort.
28!l The Libe rty Boys and :.\1ajo r Ke lly ; or, The Brave Bridge-Cutte r.
290 The Libe r ty Boys' Deadshot Band ; o1·, General \Yayne and the
Mutineers.
291 The Liberty Boys at Fort Schuyle r; or, 1.'he Idiot of Ger.man
F lats.
2~2 'l' he L iberty Boys Out Wi t h He rkimer ; or, Fighting t he Battl e
of Ot·iskany.
293 The Liberty Boys and Moll Pitch er; or, Th e Brave Woman Gunre r.
294 1.' he Libe rty Boys' Bold Dash: or, The Skirmish at Peekskill Bay.
2!l5 The r,i berty Boys and Rochambea u: or. Fillh t i11g wit h French Alli es
296 Th e Liberty Boys at Staten Island : ll'r. Spying Upon the Britisa:
297 T hSetait,ieb. e r t y Boys \Vi tll Putnam ; or, Good Work In the Nutm ~g
Reveng~;

298 The Libe rty Boys'

or, Punishing the Tories.

I
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